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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background

1.1.1

This Planning Statement has been prepared by David Bell Planning Ltd (DBP) on behalf of Falck
Renewables (the Applicant) to support a planning application under the Town and Country Planning
(Scotland) Act 1997, as amended1 (the 1997 Act), for consent to construct, operate a wind farm
known as Mochrum Fell (hereafter referred to as “the proposed development”). The proposed
development comprises 7 turbines with an indicative generation capacity of approximately 29.4
megawatts (MW).

1.1.2

The planning application is also supported by an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report
which sets out the findings of the EIA undertaken for the proposed development, which has been
carried out in accordance with the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
(Scotland) Regulations 2017 (the EIA Regulations).

1.1.3

The proposal seeks to amend the design of the wind farm which was consented on Appeal on 5th
July 2016 (Reference: 13/P/2/0327 / PPA-170-2101) (referred to as the ‘Consented Development’).
The original planning application (13/P/2/0327) was refused by Members against the officer
recommendation to grant planning permission.

1.1.4

Following a review of technical, economic and environmental factors, and reflecting the most recent
technology available, Falck Renewables considers that there is a need to optimise the consented
development to maximise the opportunity for the development to contribute to current renewable
energy targets. Since the Mochrum Fell Wind Farm was consented there has been considerable
change in wind turbine technology and it is now vital that onshore wind farms maximise their
efficiency – as a result, larger more productive turbines that maximise energy yields need to be
considered.

1.1.5

Although a fresh full planning permission is being sought, the changes from the consented
development are relatively minor, as described below.

1.2

Purpose of Planning Statement

1.2.1

Section 25 of the 1997 Act requires that “where, in making any determination under the Planning
Acts, regard is to be had to the development plan, the determination shall be made in accordance
with the Plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise”.

1.2.2

Accordingly, the purpose of this Planning Statement is to provide an assessment of the proposed
development against the relevant Development Plan policies, and to consider any other material
considerations, consistent with the requirements of Section 25. The Planning Statement also
considers the potential benefits and harm which may arise and concludes as to the overall
acceptability of the proposed development in relation to the planning context.

1.2.3

The EIA Report and the associated design progression of the proposed development reflects the
advice provided by Dumfries and Galloway Council (DGC) as Planning Authority and associated
technical stakeholders and statutory consultees in an EIA Scoping Opinion, as well as feedback
provided from the local community during the pre-application consultation process. The EIA Report
and other relevant accompanying documents are referenced throughout this Planning Statement
where they provide more detailed information that is not essential to repeat.

1

As amended by the Planning etc. Scotland Act (2006).
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1.3

Site Location & Description

1.3.1

The application site is located in the area of Stewartry approximately 2.3km west of Corsock and
4.5km north east of Parton. The main area of the site lies primarily on an area of felled forestry
with the highest point of Mochrum Fell, located approximately in the centre of the site.

1.4

The Proposed Development

1.4.1

In summary, the main components of the proposed development are as follows:
•

7, three bladed, horizontal axis wind turbines, each up to a maximum blade tip height of
149.9m (above ground level).

•

External turbine transformers adjacent to each turbine;

•

Hardstanding areas at each turbine location for use by cranes erecting each turbine;

•

One permanent anemometer mast;

•

A combined substation and control building, which would provide site welfare facilities for
operational staff;

•

A network of buried electrical, telecommunications and control cables linking the
substation/control building and turbines;

•

Three temporary construction compounds;

•

Drainage works and watercourse crossings;

•

Three borrow pits on the site to provide suitable rock for access tracks, turbine bases and
crane hardstanding;

•

A network of access tracks and turning areas linking the turbines and the substation / control
building. The tracks would have a 5m running width with local widening on corners;

•

An access track linking the A713 to the application site;

•

Footpath routes and associated information board points as part of recreational enhancement;
and

•

Associated ancillary works and engineering operations including forestry felling and
compensatory planting.

1.4.2

A detailed description of the proposed development is provided in the Chapter 4 of the EIA Report.

1.4.3

The siting and design of the proposed development has gone through an iterative process whereby
the Applicant considered a range of turbine layouts, heights and access proposals. This has
resulted in a scheme which secured consent in 2016. As noted, the changes from the consented
development are relatively minor and would comprise:

1.4.4

•

An increase turbine tip heights from 126.5m to 149.9m to accommodate an increase in rotor
diameter from up to 103m to up to 140m;

•

The removal of the most prominent turbine (Turbine 5), reducing the overall number of turbines
from 8 to 7;

•

An increase the operational life of the proposed development from 25 to 30 years;

•

Some minor amendments to track alignments (approx. 200m length) and turbine foundation
sizes.

Further details on the design process are set out in EIA Report Chapter 3 ‘Alternatives and Design
Evolution’ and in the Design and Access Statement.
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1.4.5

The proposed development is classified as a ‘Major Development’ under the Town and Country
Planning (Hierarchy of Developments) (Scotland) Regulations 2009, as it would have a generation
capacity of more than 20 MW, but less than 50 MW (at 49.9 MW).

1.4.6

In terms of grid connection – it does not form part of the planning application for the proposed
development. Any required consent for grid connection would typically be sought by the relevant
owners of the local distribution or transmission network. It is anticipated that the most likely
connection point would be into the electricity grid at the Tongland Grid Supply Point (GSP) via
overhead or underground cabling. The grid connection proposals would be subject to a separate
consent process.

1.5

The Applicant

1.5.1

Falck Renewables and its affiliated companies (“Falck Group”) is an experienced worldwide player
in the development, construction, purchase and management of wind and solar power projects at
all stages of their development. Falck group has a proven track record of successfully developing,
constructing and operating wind projects across Europe. Falck group owns a wind and solar
portfolio of 1,123 MW in operation with over 400 MW of onshore wind operational in the UK across
12 sites.

1.5.2

Falck Renewables has UK offices in London and Inverness. Inverness houses theconstruction
team that is engaged directly with pre-construction, construction and post construction activities.
Falck Group’s headquarters are in Milan, where Falck Renewables S.p.A is listed on the Milan
Stock exchange.

1.6

Structure of Planning Statement

1.6.1

The structure of this Planning Statement is as follows:
•

Chapter 2 assesses the proposed development against Development Plan policies and
applicable Supplementary Guidance;

•

Chapter 3 addresses relevant national planning policy and guidance;

•

Chapter 4 explains the renewable energy policy framework;

•

Chapter 5 summarises the benefits that would arise from the proposed development;

•

Chapter 6 presents overall conclusions;
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2.

The Development Plan

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1

As detailed in Chapter 1, for planning applications determined under the 1997 Act, primacy is
afforded to the Development Plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

2.1.2

The Development Plan for the DGC area is as follows:
•

the Dumfries and Galloway Local Development Plan 2 (the “LDP”) (adopted October 2019);
and

•

LDP2 ‘Wind Energy Development: Development Management Considerations’ Supplementary
Guidance (February 2020) (the “SG”).

2.1.3

The SG contains at Appendix C, the ‘Dumfries and Galloway Wind Farm Landscape Capacity
Study’ (the “DGWLCS”).

2.1.4

The SG provides further detail in support of the development management considerations
contained in LDP Policy IN2 ‘Wind Energy’. It sets out a statement on the main factors that are to
be taken into account in reaching planning decisions and details the criteria contained in the policy.
The SG does not introduce any new policy ‘tests’ as such.

2.1.5

Policy IN1 ‘Renewable Energy’ relates to renewable energy proposals in general, and Policy IN2 is
specific to wind energy.

2.1.6

Both policies are referenced below but the key policy within the LDP against which the proposed
development should be assessed is Policy IN2. It is acknowledged that the SG sets out at Section
2.1 that proposals will be assessed against “all relevant policies in LDP2” – however it is
considered that the policy provides an adequate policy basis against which to assess the
development as its criteria are wide ranging. Nevertheless, for a comprehensive policy appraisal,
other policies of the LDP are also referenced.

2.2

LDP Policy IN1 ‘Renewable Energy’

2.2.1

As noted, Policy IN1 is a general renewable energy policy therefore it would apply to technologies
such as biomass, solar as well as wind energy. The policy sets out a position of support subject to
assessment against various considerations.

2.2.2

Policy IN1 is as follows:
“The Council will support development proposals for all renewable energy generation and/or
storage which are located, sited and designed appropriately. The acceptability* of any proposed
development will be assessed against the following considerations:
•

landscape and visual impact;

•

cumulative impact;

•

impact on local communities and individual dwellings, including visual

•

impact, residential amenity, noise and shadow flicker;

•

the impact on natural and historic environment (including cultural heritage and biodiversity);

•

the impact on forestry and woodlands;

•

the impact on tourism, recreational interests and public access.

To enable this assessment sufficient detail should be submitted, to include the following as relevant
to the scale and nature of the proposal:
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•

any associated infrastructure requirements including road and grid;

•

connections (where subject to planning consent);

•

environmental and other impacts associated with the construction and operational phases of
the development including details of any visual impact, noise and odour issues;

•

relevant provisions for the restoration of the site;

•

the scale of contribution to renewable energy generation targets;

•

effect on greenhouse gas emissions; and

•

net economic impact, including local and community socio-economic benefits such as
employment, associated business and supply chain opportunities.

Acceptability will be determined through an assessment of the details of the proposal including its
benefits and the extent to which its environmental and cumulative impacts can be satisfactorily
addressed.”
2.2.3

Sufficient information has been provided with the application in terms of the matters listed in Policy
IN1. The various considerations listed are also reflected in Policy IN2 referred to below.

2.3

LDP Policy IN2 ‘Wind Energy’

2.3.1

Policy IN2 is the ‘lead’ policy with regard to dealing with onshore wind developments.

2.3.2

The introduction section to Policy IN2 in the LDP makes reference to the Spatial Framework for
onshore wind development – which follows the approach set out in Scottish Planning Policy (SPP).

2.3.3

The site is in a ‘Group 3’ location – i.e. an area with potential for wind farm development. SPP
states that in such areas, wind farms are likely to be acceptable subject to detailed consideration
against policy criteria. Policy IN2 and the related SG provide the relevant criteria – which reflect
the various considerations listed at paragraph 169 of SPP.

2.3.4

The supporting text at paragraph 4.103 et seq of the LDP refers to the context of Scottish
Government targets. Reference is made to the importance and recognition of evolving
technologies and it is stated that the Council continues to be supportive of a diverse range of
renewable sources, balanced against the impacts that such developments can have on the
environment.

2.3.5

The preamble text to Policy IN2 cross refers to the SG with regard to the “issues that will be taken
into account for all specific proposals, assessed through the development management process”.
The DGWLCS is referenced as a supportive study and an Appendix to the SG. It adds that
consideration of the DGWLCS “does not replace the need to assess the landscape or visual
impacts of individual wind energy proposals”.

2.3.6

Policy IN2 is as follows:
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2.3.7

The proposed development has been considered against the provisions of the policy and a
summary position, drawn where relevant from the findings of the EIA Report is set down below.

2.3.8

As noted, the planning history in this case is an important material consideration – as both the
professional officers of the Council and a Scottish Government Reporter concluded that the
Mochrum Hill Wind Farm was acceptable in land use planning terms, such that planning permission
was granted:
Renewable Energy Benefits

2.3.9

The proposed development would result increase in the generating capacity from approximately 24
MW to approximately 29.4 MW. Chapter 4 below sets out the renewable energy policy framework
and explains the various challenging and legally binding targets which the renewable energy output
from the proposed development would contribute to.
Socio-Economic Benefits

2.3.10

The construction phase of the proposed development would generate an estimated 75 full time
jobs and 5 jobs during the operational phase. There would be wider socio-economic benefits
arising from supply chain indirect and induced economic effects.
Landscape and Visual Impacts
Effects on Landscape Character

2.3.11

The landscape and visual assessment chapter of the EIA Report concludes that effects on
landscape character would be unchanged compared to those for the Consented Development.

2.3.12

There would be significant adverse effects on the host Foothills with Forest: Stroan LCU within 34km of the site, and on the adjacent Drumlin Pastures: Deeside LCU to the northwest of the site
extending towards the A702 and A713 and on the Upland Fringe: Corsock Fringe LCU which
covers upper the valley slopes of Urr Water to the east of the site. Other nearby character units
would experience localised, non-significant adverse effects.
Visual Effects

2.3.13

In terms of visual effects, there would be very minor increases in visual effects for receptors within
approximately 3km of the site as a result of the taller turbines. Beyond this distance, this increase
would be less noticeable and would start to be balanced by the reduction in numbers of turbines.

2.3.14

There would be significant adverse effects for walkers using Core paths 221 and 31 which pass
through forestry close to and/or within the site, who would have intermittent close views of the
turbines where the felling cycle, or other gaps in the forestry, open up visibility. Users of Core
Paths 595 and 167 would have more open, distant views of the turbines, also resulting in significant
adverse effects.

2.3.15

There would also be significant adverse effects on views from the elevated panoramic viewpoints
at Bennan Hill, which are oriented looking across Loch Ken towards the east and the site.

2.3.16

A short 2-3km stretch of the A713 Galloway Tourist Route and Robert the Bruce Trail would have
views of the turbines at distances of 5-7km resulting in localised significant adverse effects for
walkers and drivers heading south on these routes.

2.3.17

Other visual receptor groups, including people visiting key recreational resources such as Loch
Ken, Mossdale Walks, the Galloway Kite Trail and RSPB Ken Dee Marshes reserve would
experience localised, non-significant adverse effects.
Effects on Landscape Designations

2.3.18

Effects on designated areas would not be significant. The closest designated area is the Galloway
Hills Regional Scenic Area (RSA) where limited visibility from the areas closest to the site would
mitigate effects. The visual effects arising from views towards the turbines from within the
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designated area would result in localised adverse non-significant effects on the special qualities of
the RSA.
Cumulative Impact
2.3.19

The spacing between the application site and other wind farm proposals at Fell and Troston Loch
are such that effects from each wind farm would tend not to overlap – particularly as both Fell and
Troston Loch are adjacent to existing and consented wind farms. Some landscape and visual
receptors would experience a minor increase in the scale or extent of combined cumulative effects
(and decreased additional cumulative effects) when Fell wind farm is also considered compared to
Mochrum Fell alone, but for the most part this is an insufficiently small difference to increase the
assessed significance of effects.

2.3.20

Users of local roads between the A712 and Loch Urr are the only receptor group where this is not
the case. Here, the addition of Fell wind farm would generate significant adverse effects and
Mochrum Fell alone would result in some localised non-significant effects. However, significant
adverse effects would arise with or without Mochrum Fell wind farm, as they would primarily arise
from the proximity of Fell wind farm in open views from these routes which approach and pass
close by to the Fell site.
Impact on Local Communities and Residential Interests
Residential Visual Amenity

2.3.21

There would be no unacceptable effects arising in terms of visual aspects of residential amenity
terms of individual properties or settlements.
Noise

2.3.22

Chapter 7 of the EIA Report addresses noise. The acoustic impact of the proposed development’s
operation on nearby residential properties has been assessed in accordance with the guidance on
wind farm noise as issued in the DTI publication ‘The Assessment and Rating of Noise from Wind
Farms’, otherwise known as ETSU-R-97, and Institute of Acoustics Good Practice Guide (IoA
GPG), as recommended for use by relevant planning policy.

2.3.23

An assessment has been made of the potential for significant effects of the proposed development
on the acoustic aspects of the local environment.

2.3.24

Construction noise will be limited in duration and confined to working hours as specified by the
Council and therefore can be adequately controlled through the application of good practice
measures and secured by planning condition. This will ensure that any noise from the
development site during construction will be adequately controlled.

2.3.25

In terms of operational noise the proposed development would comply with the requirements of
ETSU-R-97 at all receptor locations.

2.3.26

The proposed development therefore complies with the relevant guidance on wind farm noise and
the impact on the amenity of all nearby residential properties would be regarded as acceptable.
Shadow Flicker

2.3.27

Shadow flicker is addressed in Chapter 15 of the EIA Report. Under certain combinations of
geographical position and time of day, the sun may pass behind the rotors of a wind turbine and
cast a shadow over neighbouring properties. Shadow flicker is an effect that can occur when the
shadow of a blade passes over a small opening (such as window), briefly reducing the intensity of
light within the room, and causing a flickering to be perceived. Shadow flicker effects only occur
inside buildings where the blade casts a shadow across an entire window opening.
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2.3.28

A shadow flicker assessment was undertaken for the two identified receptors within the study area
which demonstrated the potential to experience shadow flicker effects. WindPro modelling has
shown that neither receptor experiences shadow flicker for a duration exceeding the significance
criterion of 8 hours per year for the realistic scenario. Therefore, the effect of shadow flicker is
insignificant at these receptors.

2.3.29

It is important, however, to note that these results do not take into account existing screening
features (structures and vegetation), dwelling orientation and local mitigation measures such as
blinds or curtains which will reduce potential effects further. Also, the receptor may be vacant
during the specific time at which shadow flicker may occur. Therefore, the amount of time when
shadow flicker is actually ‘experienced’ will likely be significantly less than what has been predicted.

2.3.30

Proposed mitigation measures relate to the implementation of a Wind Farm Shadow Flicker
Protocol to be agreed with DGC, which could potentially include a programme of selective
automatic shutdown of certain turbine(s) under certain conditions. This can be secured by way of a
standard planning condition.
Impact on Infrastructure

2.3.31

Chapter 9 of the EIA Report considers the likely significant effects on traffic and transport
associated with the construction, operation and decommissioning of the proposed development.

2.3.32

In summary, following the application of mitigation measures, it is predicted that the development
would not result in any significant impacts on traffic and transport interests either during
construction or operation. Furthermore, a Traffic Management Plan (TMP) is proposed and would
be secured by way of a planning condition.

2.3.33

In terms of telecommunications infrastructure, no communication links would be adversely affected
by the proposed development.
Impact on Aviation and Defence Interests

2.3.34

Chapter 14 of the EIA Report assesses the proposed development in terms of aviation radar and
other systems associated with aviation and national defence and in relation to low flying aircraft. No
adverse effects are predicted in this regard.
Other Impact Considerations

2.3.35

The EIA Report covers other topics including hydrology and hydrogeology, nature conservation,
ornithology, archaeology and cultural heritage. No significant adverse effects are predicted with
regard to these matters.

2.3.36

Overall, given the findings above, it is considered that the proposed development is in accordance
with Policy IN2.

2.4

Other LDP Policies

2.4.1

Other relevant policies within the LDP are listed below with a response on each.

2.4.2

In order to provide a proportionate assessment, the focus is primarily on any residual adverse
effects which have been identified as significant within the EIA Report following the application of
the mitigation measures proposed.

2.4.3

This focus allows the policy assessment to concentrate on those issues which, based on the
outcomes of the EIA, are of most significance to the policy aspirations for the area. While it is
recognised that the outcomes of the EIA are not a demonstration of planning policy compliance, the
assessment process does recognise that planning policy is a key consideration in determining the
sensitivity of receptors and therefore important to informing the overall acceptability of the
proposed development.
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2.4.4

Policy OP1 ‘Development Considerations’ is an overarching policy that sets out general
development considerations. It highlights that development will be assessed against various
considerations depending on the scale, nature and location of the proposal including general
amenity; historic landscape; landscape; biodiversity and geodiversity; transport and travel;
sustainability; and the water environment. No unacceptable effects would arise in relation to these
matters.

2.4.5

Policy OP2 ‘Design Quality and Placemaking’ is an overarching policy that sets out general
considerations in relation to design quality of new development. It highlights that development
proposals should achieve high quality design in terms of their contribution to the existing built and
natural environment, contributing positively to a sense of place and local distinctiveness. The
proposed development is of an appropriate design and layout for the site.

2.4.6

Policy ED11 ‘Dark Skies’ relates to the Council’s support for the Galloway Forest Dark Sky Park.
The Council will assess proposals for development on their merit where they do not adversely
affect the objectives of the Dark Sky Park designation. The turbines are below the height at which
visible aviation lighting is required therefore there would be no impact on the Dark Sky Park.

2.4.7

Policy HE1 ‘Listed Buildings’ sets out certain considerations that apply to development proposals
that impact on the character or appearance of a listed building or its setting. There would be no
significant effects on the setting of any Listed Buildings.

2.4.8

Policy HE2 ‘Conservation Areas’ sets out that the Council will support development within or
adjacent to a Conservation Area that preserves or enhances the character and appearance of the
area. There would be no significant effects on the setting any Conservation Areas.

2.4.9

Policy HE3 ‘Archaeology’ sets out that the Council will support development and protects
significant archaeological and historic assets and protect the wider historic environment from
adverse effects. Large swathes of commercial forestry plantation were planted across the site in
the 20th century and the potential for as yet undetected buried remains of archaeological
significance to survive within areas that have been disturbed by commercial plantation is assessed
to be low.

2.4.10

The EIA assessment (chapter 10) identifies one significant residual indirect impact, of moderate
significance, predicted on the setting of the undesignated Mochrum Fell Fort, a heritage asset
assessed as being of value at a regional level and of medium sensitivity. There is no further
mitigation that would effectively avoid or reduce the significance of the effect, which would be
ultimately reversible upon decommissioning of the development. However, in recognition of the
residual adverse effect on the setting of Mochrum Fell Fort, off-set / compensatory mitigation
measures have been proposed including: topographical survey, improved access and interpretation
of the monument and a programme of archaeological investigation.

2.4.11

Policy HE4 ‘Archaeologically Sensitive Areas’ sets out that the Council will support
development that safeguards the character, archaeological interest and setting of Archaeologically
Sensitive Areas as designated by the Council. No archaeologically sensitive areas would be
adversely affected.

2.4.12

Policy HE6 ‘Gardens and Designed Landscapes’ sets out that the Council will support
development that protects or enhances the significant elements, specific qualities, character,
integrity and setting, including key views to and from, gardens and designed landscapes included
in the Inventory of Gardens and Designed Landscapes (GDL) or the Non-Inventory List. Proposals
that would have a detrimental effect on the specific quality, character or integrity of a garden or
designed landscape will not be approved unless it is demonstrated that the proposal has benefits of
overriding public interest. No GDLs would be adversely affected by the proposed development.

2.4.13

Policy NE2 ‘Regional Scenic Areas’ sets out that development within, or which affects Regional
Scenic Areas, may be supported where the Council is satisfied that the landscape character and
scenic interest for which the area has been designated would not be significantly adversely
affected. There would be no significant effects on Regional Scenic Areas.
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2.4.14

Policy NE4 ‘Sites of international importance for biodiversity’ sets out that development
proposals likely to have a significant effect on an existing or potential Special Protection Area,
existing or candidate Special Area of Conservation or Ramsar site, including developments outwith
a site, will require an appropriate assessment and will only be permitted where inter alia the
development does not adversely affect the integrity of the site. No sites of international importance
would be affected by the proposed development.

2.4.15

Policy NE5 ‘Species of international importance’ sets out that development proposals that
would be likely to have an adverse effect on a European Protected Species will not be permitted
unless it can be shown inter alia that the development would not be detrimental to the maintenance
of the population of the species at a favourable conservation status in its natural range, and that
there is no satisfactory alternative and the development is required for preserving public health or
safety or for other areas of overriding public interest. No species of international importance would
be affected by the proposed development.

2.4.16

Policy NE6 ‘Sites of national importance for biodiversity and geodiversity’ sets out that
development affecting Sites of Special Scientific Interest and other national nature conservations
will only be permitted where inter alia it will not adversely affect the integrity of the area or the
qualities for which it has been designated or that any such adverse effects are clearly outweighed
by social, environmental or economic benefits of national importance. No sites of national
importance would be affected by the proposed development.

2.4.17

Policy NE7 ‘Forestry and Woodland’ sets out that proposals should seek to ensure that ancient
and semi-natural woodlands and other woodlands with high nature conservation value are
protected and enhanced. Ancient and semi-natural woodland would not be affected by the
proposal.

2.4.18

Policy NE8 ‘Trees and Development’ sets out that where it is not possible to retain woodland
then appropriate replacement planting will be required. Any such replacement planting scheme
would be located where possible within the region and follow guidance contained within the
Forestry and Woodland Strategy. The application site does contain commercial forestry.
Compensatory planting is proposed.

2.4.19

Policy NE11 relates to the water environment. It sets out that the Council will not permit
development which would result in deterioration in the status of a waterbody or which would likely
impede the improvements in waterbody status as set out in the Solway Tweed River Basin
Management Plan, unless there are exceptional justifying circumstances. The policy further sets
out that if culverting of waterbodies should only be carried out where acceptable mitigation
measures would be put in place to protect habitats, passage of fauna, and river form and flow. No
significant effects are predicted in terms of hydrology or hydrogeology.

2.4.20

Policy NE12 ‘Supporting the Water Environment’ relates to protection of water margins. It sets
out that where new development is proposed adjacent to or in the vicinity of waterbodies, the water
margins will be protected unless there are compelling reasons to justify why this should not be
done. No significant effects are predicted in terms of hydrology or hydrogeology.

2.4.21

Policy NE15 ‘Protection and Restoration of Peat Deposits as Carbon Sinks’ relates to the
protection and restoration of Peat Deposits as Carbon Sinks. It sets out that the Council will
safeguard and protect peat deposits. Where renewable energy generating development is
proposed the balance of advantage in terms of climate change mitigation must be with the
proposed development. The site is ‘Group 3’ as per SPP and whilst there are some peat deposits
within the application site, no significant effects on this resource is predicted.

2.4.22

Policy T1 ‘Transport Infrastructure’ sets out that development proposals will be appraised to
determine their effects on the performance of the strategic and regional highway network. The
proposed development will lead to increased traffic volumes on a number of roads in the vicinity of
the application site during the construction phase however, these will be of a temporary timescale
and transitory in nature.
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2.4.23

The conclusion is reached that the proposed development would be consistent with the above
polices within the LDP.

2.5

The Supplementary Guidance

2.5.1

The SG (February 2020) contains further information in relation to Policy IN2 ‘Wind Energy’ of the
LDP. The DGWLCS forms an Appendix to the SG. The SG describes ”the main factors that will be
taken into account in reaching planning decisions and details the criteria contained in the policy”.

2.5.2

The SG (section 3) makes it clear that in considering proposals, the Planning Authority will make an
assessment “by balancing all applicable factors….and considering against all relevant policies
contained within the LDP. Although a proposal may be detrimental in terms of one or more of these
factors this does not automatically result in a proposal being recommended for refusal”. It adds
that “Proposals will be considered favourably ……through an assessment of the details of the
proposal including its benefits and the extent to which its environmental and cumulative impacts
can be satisfactorily addressed”.

2.5.3

Under ‘Development Management Considerations’ section ’c’ is ‘landscape and visual impacts and
design of proposals’.

2.5.4

Reference is made to all proposals being assessed against various considerations including
“reflecting the guidance within the DGWLCS”.

2.5.5

The various topics reflect the content of Policy IN2. The landscape and visual matters arising have
been addressed above in relation to Policy IN2 and are not repeated here. The proposed
development is considered, on the basis of the reasoning set out in relation to Policy IN2 – to be
consistent with the SG.

2.6

Development Plan Assessment - Conclusion

2.6.1

No effects would arise that are considered unacceptable, individually or cumulatively, with other
developments having specific regard to the criteria contained within the key renewable energy
Policy IN2.

2.6.2

Moreover, through consideration of the other relevant policies of the LDP, including the SG, against
a focus on those significant effects identified in the EIA Report, it is considered that the proposed
development accords with those other policy provisions and with the Development Plan when it is
read as whole.
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3.

National Planning Policy & Guidance

3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

Relevant national planning policy guidance and advice is addressed in this Chapter. Reference is
made to the National Planning Framework, Scottish Planning Policy and Scottish Government
advice on renewable developments. National planning policy is a very important consideration:
amongst other matters it sets the framework of development management factors and the
approach to Spatial Frameworks for onshore wind energy.

3.2

The National Planning Framework 3

3.2.1

The National Planning Framework 3 (NPF3) was published on 23 June 2014. NPF3 is a long-term
strategy for Scotland and is the spatial expression of the Government’s Economic Strategy and
plans for development and investment in infrastructure. Together, NPF3 and SPP (2014), applied
at the strategic and local levels, are intended to help the planning system deliver the Scottish
Government’s vision and outcomes for Scotland and to contribute to the Government’s central
purpose.

3.2.2

High level support for renewables is provided through the “vision” which is referred to as inter alia:

3.2.3

•

A successful, sustainable place – “we have a growing low carbon economy which provides
opportunities…”;

•

A low carbon place - “we have seized the opportunities arising from our ambition to be a world
leader in low carbon generation, both onshore and offshore…”;

•

A natural resilient place - “natural and cultural assets are respected; they are improving in
condition and represent a sustainable economic, environmental and social resource for the
nation…”.

Further support is provided in Chapter 3 “A Low Carbon Place” which sets out the role that
Planning will play in delivering the commitments set out in ‘Low Carbon Scotland: The Scottish
Government’s Proposals and Policies’. It states:
“the priorities identified in this spatial strategy set a clear direction of travel which is consistent with
our world leading climate legalisation”.

3.2.4

The introduction to Chapter 3 states that the Scottish Government’s ambition “is to achieve at least
an 80% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2020”.

3.2.5

Paragraph 3.7 states onshore wind is “…recognised as an opportunity to improve the long-term
resilience of rural communities”.

3.2.6

Paragraph 3.8 states that the Government’s aim is to meet at least 30% of overall energy demand
from renewables by 2020 – this includes generating the equivalent of at least 100% of gross
consumption from renewables.

3.2.7

Paragraph 3.9 states:
“Our Electricity Policy Statement sets out how our energy targets will be met. We are making good
progress in diversifying Scotland’s energy generation capacity, and lowering the carbon emissions
associated with it, but more action is needed. Maintaining security of supplies and addressing fuel
poverty remain key objectives. We want to continue to capitalise on our wind resource…”.

3.2.8

Paragraph 3.23 states that “onshore wind will continue to make a significant contribution to
diversification of energy supplies”.
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3.2.9

In conclusion, it is clear that onshore wind development is recognised as a key technology in the
energy mix which will contribute to Scotland becoming ‘a low carbon place’ which in turn will be a
key part of the ‘vision’ for Scotland (as set out at paragraph 1.2 of NPF3). Furthermore, the
Scottish Government has made it unequivocally clear that it wants to continue to “capitalise on our
wind resource”. The Development would contribute to the renewable electricity and energy targets
as set out in NPF3 and to longer term Government policy objectives and targets.

3.2.10

Together NPF3 and SPP (see below) applied at the national, strategic and local level will help the
planning system to deliver the vision and outcomes for Scotland for sustainable and low carbon
economy. The Development is consistent with the provisions of the NPF3, as it is considered that it
makes a use of the natural wind resources to produce low carbon energy and diversify the energy
mix. It is assessed to accord with the principle of sustainable development as it is designed and
sited to minimise the effects on the environment, whilst bringing benefits to the local community
and contributing to economic development.

3.3

Scottish Planning Policy

3.3.1

SPP was published on 23 June 2014. The purpose of SPP is to set out national planning policies
which reflect Scottish Government Ministers’ priorities for the operation of the planning system, and
for the development and use of land. Paragraph (iii) states that the content of SPP is a material
consideration that carries significant weight, although it is for the decision maker to determine the
appropriate weight to be afforded to it in each case.
Relationship of SPP to National Outcomes

3.3.2

Paragraph 9 of SPP refers to ‘Outcomes’ as they relate to the Scottish Government’s ‘Purpose’ “of
creating a more successful country, with opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish through
increasing sustainable economic growth…”.

3.3.3

Paragraph 10 adds that the Scottish Government’s 16 national outcomes articulate in more detail
on how the Purpose is to be achieved. It adds that the pursuit of these outcomes provides the
impetus for other national plans, policies and strategies and many of the principles and policies set
out in them are reflected in both SPP and NPF3.

3.3.4

Paragraph 13 introduces four planning outcomes which explain “how planning should support the
vision” for the planning system in Scotland. These are further referred to below.

3.3.5

Paragraph 18 makes reference to the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 which has set a target
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% by 2050, with an interim target of reducing
emissions by at least 42% by 2020. As explained below, the Government has now set updated
emission reduction targets.
Principal Policies of SPP

3.3.6

SPP contains two Principal Policies, namely ‘sustainability’ and ‘placemaking’ 2. Sustainability is
addressed at Page 9. SPP states at paragraph 24 that:
“the Scottish Government’s central purpose is to focus Government and public services on creating
a more successful country, with opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish, through increasing
sustainable economic growth”.

3.3.7

Paragraph 27 cross refers to the Government’s Economic Strategy which it states “indicates that
sustainable economic growth is the key to unlocking Scotland’s potential … and to achieving a low
carbon economy …”. It also makes reference to the need to maintain a high quality environment
and to pass on “a sustainable legacy for future generations”.

‘Placemaking’ is not addressed in this Planning Statement as it is directed at the built environment and not development
of this type, in the countryside.
2
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Presumption in Favour of Development that contributes to Sustainable Development
3.3.8

An important ‘Policy Principle’ in the planning system, introduced by SPP is the statement at
Paragraph 27, as follows:
“This SPP introduces a presumption in favour of development that contributes to sustainable
development”.

3.3.9

Paragraph 28 continues and states:
“the planning system should support economically, environmentally and socially sustainable places
by enabling development that balances the costs and benefits of a proposal over the longer term.
The aim is to achieve the right development in the right place; it is not to allow development at any
cost”.

3.3.10

The approach set out above, requires that in circumstances where the relevant policies are out of
date, or where the Development Plan document is more than five years old, the presumption in
favour of sustainable development is engaged. In this case the LDP was adopted in 2019 and its
policies are up to date and consistent with SPP.
SPP Principles

3.3.11

Paragraph 29 of SPP sets out that policies and decisions should be guided by a number of
principles. Those of relevance are listed in Table 3.1 below together with a summary response of
the extent to which the proposed development would be consistent or otherwise with the respective
principles:
Table 3.1: SPP para. 29 Principles
Policy Principle
1. Giving due weight to net
economic benefit.
2. Respond to economic
issues, challenges and
opportunities, outlined in
local economic strategies.
3. Supporting good design
and the six qualities of
successful places.
4. Supporting delivery of
infrastructure, for example
transport, education,
energy, digital and water.
5. Supporting climate change
mitigation and adaptation
including taking account of
flood risk.
6. Improving health and wellbeing by offering
opportunities for social
interaction and physical
activity, including sport and
recreation.

7.

Having regard to the
principles for sustainable
land use set out in the Land
Use Strategy.

8.

Protecting, enhancing and
promoting access to
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There would be net positive socio-economic effects.
The proposed development fits with the drive to encourage renewable
energy development in the LDP.
Limited relevance - but a successful layout has been achieved that fits with
landscape character - without unacceptable effects.

The proposed development would deliver energy infrastructure.

The proposed development would help to support climate change
mitigation by replacing fossil fuel energy generation with renewable energy,
thereby reducing emissions of climate changing gases.

The proposed development would provide opportunities for walking and
biking on access tracks.

The Land Use Strategy (2016-21) is a key commitment in the Climate
Change (Scotland) Act 2009. The Strategy cross refers to development
plans and their policies such landscape protection, biodiversity, and
renewable energy development which, through planning decision making
will help deliver the Strategy and the principles for sustainable land use.
The proposed development would contribute positively to climate change
action and demonstrate care for the landscape by being in a ‘Group 3’
location and one which is consistent with a landscape capacity study for
Caithness that has statutory status.
The proposed development would have a neutral effect in relation to this
principle.
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cultural heritage, including
the historic environment.
9. Protecting, enhancing and
promoting access to
natural heritage, including
green infrastructure,
landscape and the wider
environment.
10. Avoiding overdevelopment, protecting
the amenity of new and
existing development and
considering the
implications of
development for water, air
and soil quality.

3.3.12

Planning Statement

The proposal would promote access to the surrounding area and whilst
there would be some significant landscape effects, the landscape has the
capacity for the development at the scale proposed.

There would be no conflict with this policy principle.

The fourth, fifth and twelfth principles in SPP relate to town centre and regeneration priorities and
specifically housing, business, retail uses, and waste management and resource recovery etc. and
are of no relevance to the proposed development.
SPP & National Outcomes

3.3.13

Paragraph 9 of SPP refers to ‘Outcomes’ as they relate to the Scottish Government’s ‘Purpose’ “of
creating a more successful country, with opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish through
increasing sustainable economic growth…”.

3.3.14

Paragraph 10 adds that “The Scottish Government’s 16 national outcomes articulate in more detail
on how the Purpose is to be achieved”. It adds that “The pursuit of these outcomes provides the
impetus for other national plans, policies and strategies and many of the principles and policies set
out in them are reflected in both SPP and NPF3”.

3.3.15

Paragraph 13 of SPP introduces four planning outcomes which explain “how planning should
support the vision” for the planning system in Scotland. Three of these outcomes are particularly
relevant namely:
•

Outcome 1: a successful sustainable place – supporting sustainable economic growth and
regeneration, and the creation of well designed, sustainable places;

•

Outcome 2: a low carbon place – reducing our carbon emissions and adapting to climate
change; and

•

Outcome 3: a natural, resilient place – helping to protect and enhance our natural and cultural
assets and facilitating their sustainable use.

3.3.16

In particular, the proposed development would assist in delivering sustainable economic growth in
line with Outcome 1.

3.3.17

The proposed development, given its nature and use would clearly assist in achieving Outcome 2
‘a low carbon place’.

3.3.18

The proposed development would also assist in achieving Outcome 3 ‘a natural, resilient place’, by
reference to paragraph 21 in particular, which deals with the concept of a natural, resilient place in
a wider context than merely visual amenity or landscape character. The proposed development
would contribute to a natural, resilient place through the part it plays in mitigating the effects of
climate change. As explained, the application site is in a Group 3 location meaning that it is free of
national level designations and many other types of constraints and is in a location in which wind
farms are likely to be acceptable.
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It also needs to be noted that very few developments would be able to contribute to all four
outcomes – that the proposed development contributes positively to three (and the fourth one is not
relevant) is to its credit and reinforces the engagement of the presumption 3.
Conclusion on the SPP Presumption in Favour

3.3.20

The proposed development satisfies the principles set out at paragraph 29 of SPP and it would
assist in delivering Outcomes 1, 2 and 3 – indicating that overall, the proposed development is
consistent with sustainable development. Moreover, the proposed development is considered to be
acceptable when considered against the development management considerations in relation to
renewable energy developments as set out at paragraph 169 of SPP.
SPP: Development Management for Energy Infrastructure Developments

3.3.21

Paragraph 169 of SPP states that proposals for wind farms should always take into account Spatial
Frameworks for wind energy developments. It adds that considerations will vary relative to the
scale of a proposal and area characteristics, but are likely to include:
•

net economic impact, including local and community socio-economic benefits such as
employment, associated business and supply chain opportunities;

•

the scale of contribution to renewable energy generation targets;

•

effect on greenhouse gas emissions;

•

cumulative impacts – planning authorities should be clear about the likely cumulative impacts
arising from all of the considerations below …;

•

impacts on communities and individual dwellings, including visual impact, residential amenity,
noise and shadow flicker;

•

landscape and visual impacts, including effects on wild land;

•

effects on the natural heritage, including birds;

•

impacts on carbon rich soils, using the carbon calculator;

•

public access, including impact on long distance walking and cycling routes and scenic routes
identified in the NPF;

•

impacts on the historic environment, including scheduled monuments, listed buildings and their
settings;

•

impacts on tourism and recreation;

•

impacts on aviation and defence interests and seismological recording;

•

impacts on telecommunications and broadcasting installations, particularly ensuring that
transmission links are not compromised;

In July 2020 the Scottish Government issued a consultation entitled ‘The Scottish Planning Policy and Housing’ –
Technical Consultation on Proposed Policy Amendments. The consultation seeks to clarify specific parts of SPP that
relate to planning for housing and any changes if made, would apply in the interim period ahead of the adoption of NPF4.
The consultation is in response to Gladman – one of the proposals is the removal of the presumption in favour of
development that contributes to sustainable development “given that it is considered to have potential for conflict with a
plan-led approach” and has given rise to a significant number of issues for decision makers in its application. The
consultation ends on 09 October 2020.
3

The Scottish Government also issued a Chief Planner Letter dated 04 September 2020 making it clear that until there is
any change to SPP “existing policy remains in place”. It further adds “I would like to make it clear to all authorities that
none of the changes proposed in the consultation aim to undermine or contradict Ministers’ stated commitments to
delivering good quality development, including housing and renewable energy projects.” (underlining added)
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•

impacts on road traffic;

•

impacts on adjacent trunk roads;

•

effects on hydrology, the water environment and flood risk;

•

the need for conditions relating to the decommissioning of developments, including ancillary
infrastructure, and site restoration;

•

opportunities for energy storage;

•

the need for a robust planning obligation to ensure that operators achieve site restoration.”

Given the findings of the EIA and in light of the policy appraisal set out in this Planning Statement,
the proposed development is considered to be acceptable in terms of the above considerations.
SPP Subject Policies – A Low Carbon Place

3.3.23

SPP addresses ‘A Low Carbon Place’ as a ‘subject policy’ on page 36 and refers to ‘delivering
electricity’. Paragraph 152 refers to the NPF context and states that NPF3 is clear that planning
must facilitate the transition to a low carbon economy and help to deliver the aims of the Scottish
Government. It is stated that Scotland has significant renewable energy resources, both onshore
and offshore.

3.3.24

Paragraph 153 states that terrestrial planning “facilitates” development of renewable energy
technologies, and guides new infrastructure to appropriate locations. It adds that “efficient supply
of low carbon and …. generation of …. electricity from renewable energy sources are vital to
reducing greenhouse gas emissions…”. It explains that renewable energy also presents a
significant opportunity for associated development, investment and growth of the related supply
chain.

3.3.25

In terms of ‘Policy Principles’, Paragraph 154 states that the planning system should:
•

3.3.26

3.3.27

Support the transformational change to a low carbon economy, consistent with national
objectives and targets, including deriving:
➢

30% of overall energy demand from renewable sources by 2020;

➢

The equivalent of 100% of electricity demand from renewable sources by 2020.

•

Support the development of a diverse range of electricity generation from renewable energy
technologies – including the expansion of renewable energy generation capacity;

•

Guide development to appropriate locations and advise on the issues that will be taken into
account when specific proposals are being assessed.

SPP also cross refers to “key documents” and those of relevance include:
•

The Electricity Generation Policy Statement (EGPS);

•

The 2020 Routemap for Renewable Energy in Scotland; and

•

Low Carbon Scotland: Meeting Our Emissions Reductions Targets 2013 – 2027.

The proposed development would be consistent with the ‘low carbon place’ subject policy and
would contribute to its attainment.
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Onshore Wind
3.3.28

Onshore wind is specifically addressed at Paragraph 161 et seq of SPP. Detailed guidance is
provided for Planning Authorities with regard to the preparation of Spatial Frameworks for onshore
wind development, and it makes it clear that proposals for onshore wind turbine development
should continue to be determined whilst Spatial Frameworks and local policies are being prepared
and updated.
SPP: Spatial Framework Approach

3.3.29

With reference to the Spatial Framework approach set out in Table 1 of SPP, the site does not lie
within any 'Group 1' areas, or within any national and international designations for ecology,
ornithology, cultural heritage or wild land (Group 2 areas). The site is in a Group 3 area in which
wind farms are likely to be acceptable - namely ‘areas with potential for wind farm development’.

3.3.30

In terms of development management, paragraph 169 of SPP sets out considerations for energy
infrastructure and these have been referred to above.

3.4

Scottish Government Advice Notes & Renewables Guidance
Online Renewables Guidance & Planning Advice Notes

3.4.1

The Scottish Government’s online renewables guidance is dated May 2014 and is currently under
review. No conflict is identified with the national online guidance.
Spatial Planning for Onshore Wind Turbines – Natural Heritage Considerations – Guidance

3.4.2

SNH published a policy document on the topic of spatial planning in June 2015 entitled ‘Spatial
Planning for onshore Wind Turbines – Natural Heritage Considerations – Guidance’. The
document replaces the SNH ‘Strategic Locational Guidance’ for onshore wind farms. The guidance
also makes the links between the SPP section on onshore wind (paras 161-172) and other parts of
the policy which relate to natural heritage. The guidance states in the introduction on page 3:
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“SPP identifies a clear need for wind energy development to be accommodated in appropriate
locations across Scotland to meet energy generation targets and mitigate climate change. Most
planning authorities should therefore assume that there will be a future level of landscape change
within some of their areas from wind turbines; obvious exclusions will include the National Park
Authorities and the most densely populated areas. This guidance seeks to help planning authorities
plan for this change and is focused on helping to guide development to the right locations (SPP
para 39)”.

3.5

Conclusions on National Planning Policy & Guidance

3.5.1

Both NPF3 and SPP set out a strong position of support in relation to renewable energy and
renewable energy targets and recognise the significant energy resource provided by onshore wind.
This is clearly not at any cost and development continues to be guided to appropriate locations and
environmental effects need to be judged to be acceptable before consents are forthcoming.

3.5.2

The proposed development can claim the presumption in favour of development and is the right
development in the right place (paragraph 28 of SPP). This position is supported by the existing
planning permission for an 8-turbine development on the application site.

3.5.3

Furthermore, the proposal is in accordance with the guiding principles relevant to this type of
development set out in paragraph 29 of SPP, and the proposal has a strong consistency with the
declared desirable planning Outcomes within SPP.

3.5.4

The application site is in a Group 3 location in which wind farms are likely to be acceptable subject
to consideration of the criteria at paragraph 169 of SPP with regard to specific site and design
approach circumstances.

3.5.5

Finally, with regard to national planning policy, it has to be acknowledged that the need case with
regard to renewable generation and emissions reduction targets as set out in NPF3 and SPP is
both out of date and out of step with current targets. The current situation of a Climate Emergency
is more urgent and more grave than that which prevailed in 2014 when SPP and NPF3 where
published.

3.5.6

The documents are under review and their renewable energy provisions have to a large extent
been overtaken by new renewable energy targets and statutory provisions on greenhouse gas
emissions reductions which are further explained in the following Chapter.
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4.

Climate Emergency & the Renewable Energy
Policy Framework

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

This Chapter refers to the renewable energy policy framework with reference relevant international,
European, UK and Scottish energy policy provisions. The framework of international agreement,
binding targets and climate change global advisory reports is the foundation upon which national
energy policy is based. The international and national policy referred to demonstrates the need
case for renewable energy from which the proposed development can draw a high level of support.

4.1.2

It is evident that there is unequivocal, clear and consistent policy support at all levels, from
international to local, for the deployment of renewable energy generally and onshore wind
particularly to combat global heating, diversify the mix of energy sources, achieve greater security
of supply, and to attain legally binding renewable energy and emission reduction targets. The
proposed development would make a valuable contribution to help Scotland meet its renewable
energy and electricity production targets, while supporting CO 2 reduction to combat global heating
in the current Climate Emergency.

4.1.3

Government renewable energy policy and associated renewable energy and electricity targets are
an important material consideration and it is important to be clear on the current position as it is a
fast-moving topic of public policy. More fundamentally, there have been new legally binding targets
introduced at both a UK and Scottish level and declared Climate Emergencies.

4.2

International & European Policy Considerations
International Agreements and Obligations – The COP21 UN Paris Agreement

4.2.1

The Paris Agreement (12 December 2015) sets out (page 2) that it “emphasises with serious
concern” the need to hold the increase in global average temperature to “well below 2oC” above
pre-industrial levels and to pursue “efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 oC”. In order to
achieve this long-term temperature target, the text states “parties aim to reach global peaking of
greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible”.

4.2.2

It is clear that moving to a low carbon economy is now a globally shared goal and will require
absolute emission reduction targets

4.2.3

The Court of Appeal Judgment4 on the third Heathrow runway dated 27 February 2020 is of
relevance in that it firmly sets out that the UK Government’s commitment to the Paris Agreement
(2015) is part of Government policy, therefore other policy documents and decision making must
take into account and cannot ignore international commitments on climate change.

4.2.4

The UK Government’s commitment under the Paris Agreement links through to the Committee on
Climate Changes’ (CCC) advice to both the UK and Scottish Governments on ‘net zero’ targets
which have now, at both the UK and Scottish levels been translated into new legislative provisions
and targets for both 2045 and 2050. This is referred to below.

The IPPC SR1.5 Report (2018)
4.2.5

4

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPPC) published a ‘Special Report on the
impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas
emission pathways’ in response to an invitation contained in the Decision of the Conference of
Parties of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change to adopt the Paris
Agreement. The IPCC accepted the invitation in April 2016 and the Special Report known as
‘SR1.5’ was published in October 2018.

[2020] EWCA Civ 214.
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4.2.6

The report concludes that human-induced warming reached approximately 1°C above preindustrial levels in 2017 and at the present rate, global temperatures would reach 1.5°C around
2040. The report makes it clear that delayed action, limited international cooperation, and weak or
fragmented policies that lead to stagnating or increasing greenhouse gas emissions would put the
possibility of limiting global temperature rise to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels out of reach.

4.2.7

In response to the IPPC report, the Scottish Government stated it would seek updated advice from
the CCC on meeting the 1.5oC target. The Government has received and acted on that advice (this
is referred to below).

European Policy & Targets
4.2.8

The Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC established an overall policy for the production and
promotion of energy from renewable sources in the EU. It requires the EU to fulfil at least 20% of its
total energy needs with renewables by 2020 – to be achieved through the attainment of individual
national targets. All EU countries must also ensure that at least 10% of their transport fuels come
from renewable sources by 2020.

4.2.9

In December 2018, the new revised Renewables Energy Directive on the promotion of the use of
energy from renewable sources (2018/2001) entered into force – establishing a new binding
renewable energy target for the EU for 2030 of at least 32%, with a clause for a possible upwards
revision by 2023.

4.2.10

On 29 March 2017, the UK formally notified of its intention to leave the EU under Article 50 of the
Treaty of the EU. The European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2020 converts all EU laws, rules and
targets into domestic UK governance. It is considered that the existing EU renewable energy
targets for the UK, such as the requirements of the Renewable Energy Directive, will remain
applicable. During the Transition Period existing rules and targets apply and there is currently no
suggestion that those targets will not continue to apply beyond the end of the transition period.

4.2.11

For the UK, the EC’s obligations include for 15% of all energy consumed in the UK to come from
renewable sources by 2020. The position as of the end of 2018 (the last full year for which figures
are available) was that renewable energy only accounted for approximately 11% of energy
consumption in the UK, well short of the 15% target 5. The national targets set for 2020 (under the
previous 2009 Directive) are set out in the 2018 Directive as constituting the Members States’
minimum contribution to the new ‘2030 Framework’.

4.3

United Kingdom Energy Policy
Relationship of UK / Scottish Energy Policy

4.3.1

Energy policy is a matter reserved to the Westminster Parliament. The UK Government therefore
retains control of the overall direction of energy policy including the attainment of UK national
targets on renewable energy generation.

4.3.2

Although the overarching position in the UK is that energy policy is not a devolved matter, important
policy documents such as the UK Renewable Energy Strategy (2009) and the UK Renewable
Energy Roadmap (2011 and its various Updates) have embraced and encouraged actions across
the UK as a whole. Such documents have also made clear that the Devolved Administrations play
an important role in the attainment of overall UK and European targets for renewable electricity.

5

BEIS, Digest of UK Energy Statistics (July 2019), Chapter 6. Onshore wind remains the leading technology in terms of
UK renewable capacity, at 30.6% recorded for 2018.
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4.3.3

While the Scottish Government does not have the core competency over energy policy, it has not
prevented them issuing a range of policy statements and ‘Routemaps’ for renewable energy and
the low carbon agenda for their own territory. The Scottish Government has been engaged in
policy making over successive Governments on the topic of renewable energy often going further
and faster than Whitehall or Westminster.

4.3.4

A key recent matter in terms of UK policy is the recommendations from the CCC and the UK
Government’s commitment to net zero emissions and the advice from the CCC on the
recommended recovery approach from the COVID-19 crisis.

Committee on Climate Change Report (May 2019)
4.3.5

The CCC6 published its landmark report entitled ‘Net Zero – UK’s Contribution to Stopping Global
Warming’ in May 2019. The report responds to requests from the Governments of the UK, Wales
and Scotland, asking the CCC to reassess the UK’s long-term carbon emissions targets.

4.3.6

The Foreword (page 8) sets out that the CCC has “reviewed the latest scientific evidence on
climate change, including last year’s IPCC special report on global warming of 1.50C and
considered the appropriate role of the UK in the global challenge to limit future temperature
increases”. It adds, “Net Zero is a more fundamental aim than previous targets. By reducing
emissions produced in the UK to zero, we also end our contribution to rising global temperatures”.

4.3.7

The Foreword also sets out that “we must now increase our ambition to tackle climate change. The
science demands it; the evidence is before you; we must start at once; there is no time to lose”.

4.3.8

The report makes recommendations for the UK economy including:
•

UK overall: a new tougher emissions target of net zero7 greenhouse gases (CHG) by 2050,
ending the UK’s contribution to global warming within 30 years. This would replace the
previous target of an 80% reduction by 2050 from a 1990 baseline;

•

Scotland: a target of net-zero GHG economy by 2045, reflecting Scotland’s greater relative
capacity to remove emissions than the UK as a whole;

•

A net zero GHG target for 2050 would deliver on the commitment that the UK made by signing
the Paris Agreement.

4.3.9

In terms of the UK and Scottish targets, the report makes it clear that, “this is only possible if clear,
stable and well designed policies to reduce emissions further are introduced across the economy
without delay. Current policy is insufficient for even the existing targets”. (underlining added)

4.3.10

The report also adds for Scotland that:
“Scotland has proportionately greater potential for emissions removal than the UK overall and can
credibly adopt a more ambitious target. It should aim for net zero greenhouse gas emissions by
2045. Interim targets should be set for Scottish emissions reductions (relatively to 1990) of 70% by
2030 and 90% by 2040”.

4.3.11

The CCC report sets out various scenarios for UK net zero GHGs in 2050. These include one of
extensive electrification, particularly of transport and heating. Page 23 of the Executive Summary
states that this would need to be “supported by major expansion of renewable and other low

6

The CCC is an independent, statutory body established under the Climate Change Act 2008. Its purpose is to advise
the UK Government and Devolved Administrations on emissions targets and report to Parliament on progress made in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and preparing for climate change.
7
A net zero target would require 100% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. It is referred to as ‘net’ as the
expectation is that it would be met with some remaining sources of emissions which would need to be offset by removals
of CO2 from the atmosphere.
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carbon power generation. The scenarios involve around a doubling of electricity demand, with all
power produced from low carbon sources (compared to 50% today).” (underlining added)
4.3.12

The Technical Annexe to the CCC report specifically addresses integrating variable renewables into
the UK electricity system. The Annexe makes it clear that variable renewable electricity such as
large-scale onshore wind is now the cheapest form of electricity generation in the UK and can be
deployed at scale to meet UK electricity demands.

4.3.13

The report contains a number of key messages including that “intermittency of renewables does
not prevent full decarbonisation of the power system. Deployment of variable renewables,
alongside system flexibility, is a low regret and low cost means of de-carbonising the UK’s
electricity system”.

The UK Net Zero Target
4.3.14

On 11 June 2019, the then Prime Minister Theresa May announced that the UK Government would
bring forward legislation to set a Net Zero target into law. On 27 June 2019 the UK Government
became the first major economy in the world (the first G7 country) to pass legislation to end its
contribution to global warming by 2050 – by way of 100% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
The target is now legally binding by way of an amendment to the Climate Change Act 2008.

CCC - Progress Report to Parliament (July 2019)
4.3.15

The Foreword of the Report states that in May 2019, the CCC’s Net Zero report offered compelling
analysis of the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the UK effectively to zero by 2050.
The net-zero target meets the UK’s obligations under the Paris Agreement and responds to the
urgent need for action highlighted by the IPCC in the 2018 Special Report on 1.5°C of global
warming.

4.3.16

The Report states that the CCC welcomes strongly the UK Parliament’s decision to make net zero
law – and the corresponding decisions of the Welsh Assembly and the Scottish Parliament. These
are acknowledged to be positive steps which are of “fundamental consequence for the future path
of our economy, our society and the climate. Carbon neutrality has now become a mainstream
goal”.

4.3.17

Other key points included:
•

It is time to act.

•

The Adaptation and Mitigation Committees have reviewed the UK Government’s approach to
climate change adaptation and emissions reduction. The Report states “we find a substantial
gap between current plans and future requirements and an even greater shortfall in action”.

•

The Clean Growth Strategy, the UK’s plan for emissions reduction, provides a solid foundation
for the action needed to meet a net-zero GHG target but “policy ambition and implementation
now fall well short of what is required”.

BEIS consultation on proposed amendments to the CfD scheme for low carbon
electricity generation
4.3.18

A recent and relevant material consideration with regard to evolving energy policy is the
‘consultation on proposed amendments to the Contracts for Difference (CfD) scheme for low
carbon electricity generation’ issued by the Department for Business Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) in early March 2020. The Secretary of State confirmed on 02 March that onshore wind and
solar developments would be able to bid in the 2021 CfD round and the consultation was on how
best to facilitate this change to the CfD scheme.

4.3.19

The document is informative in setting out the UK latest policy position in relation to renewables
and ‘net zero’. Key points arising with regard to the policy position within the document include the
following:
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•

The changes to the CfD scheme have been made to support the increase in ambition needed
to achieve the Government’s 2050 net zero target.

•

It states that decarbonising the power sector is a vital part of the UK’s effort to meet its world
leading net zero target. It states whilst we cannot predict today exactly what the generating
mix will look like in 2050, we can be confident that “renewables will play a key role, alongside
firm or flexible low carbon generating capacity”. (underlining added)

•

It adds that the UK was the first major economy to set a legally binding target to cut emissions
to net zero by 2050 and end its contribution to global warming. It states, “the target, which
came into force on 27 June 2019, will require the UK to reduce all greenhouse gas emissions
to net zero by 2050, compared with the previous target of an 80% reduction from 1990 levels.
This is a landmark decision for the UK and one which demonstrates that we are continuing to
lead the international effort to bring an end to climate change”.

•

It further adds that this is “….. an important step towards decarbonising the UK’s energy
system. The UK’s new 2050 net zero emissions target means that we will continue to require
substantial amounts of new, low carbon power sources to be built before 2050. In the report on
net zero the Committee on Climate Change (CCC) states that the UK could require four times
the amount of renewable generation from today’s levels, requiring sustained and increased
deployment between now and 2050”. (underlining added)

•

Page 11 also adds that “the transition to a net zero greenhouse gas economy will require
change across the whole of society, and in this context the Government has considered how to
ensure that CfD allocation rounds can best support an increase in the pace of renewable
deployment needed to achieve its net zero ambitions….”.

The aims of the consultation set out (page 11) are described as supporting the following themes,
inter alia:
•

Delivering net zero - by supporting the increased ambition required by the Government’s
economy wide legislative target to reach net zero GHG emissions by 2050; and

•

Maintaining energy security - by supporting deployment of new power sources needed to
achieve a low cost and secure low carbon power system.

4.3.21

At page 15 of the document ‘delivering net zero’ is addressed and the Government sets out that “on
27 June 2019, a new legally binding target to reach net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050
came into law in the UK. By 2050, the UK will need an ultra-low carbon power sector to meet this
economy wide net zero emissions target. In parallel, generation will need to increase to meet
future demand and at the same time as aging plants are being decommissioned. The CCC
believes almost complete decarbonisation in the power sector can be achieved, but that to achieve
this, low carbon electricity generation will need to quadruple by 2050. The CfD scheme therefore
needs to be able to support a substantial increase in low carbon generation capacity”. (underlining
added)

4.3.22

The document continues by stating “the UK’s new 2050 net zero target will require a substantial
amount of new, low carbon power sources to be built before 2050 and to produce the majority of
power with renewables if we are to decarbonise at low cost… In its report on net zero, the CCC
advise that the UK could require up to a four-fold increase in renewable generation under their
‘further ambition’ scenario”.

4.3.23

With regard to the established technologies for CfD, importantly the consultation document sets out
that Government is aware of a number of projects (mainly solar PV and onshore wind) and have
deployed or are planning to deploy on a merchant basis since the last ‘Pot 1’ auction was held
under the CfD regime. It adds:
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“however, there is a risk that if we were to rely on merchant deployment of these technologies
alone at this point in time, we may not see the rate and scale of new projects needed in the near
term to support decarbonisation of the power sector and meet the net zero commitment to low
cost”.
4.3.24

The recent consultation document from BEIS is therefore very important in further strengthening
the overall policy case for onshore wind.

CCC Annual Report to UK Parliament (June 2020)
4.3.25

The CCC published its Annual Report8 to the UK Parliament (required under the Climate Change
Act 2008) on 25 June 2020.

4.3.26

The report includes new advice to the UK Government on securing a green and resilient recovery
following the COVID-19 pandemic. It recommends that Ministers “seize the opportunity to turn the
COVID-19 crisis into a defining moment in the fight against climate change”. The CCC states that
although a limited number of steps have been taken over the past year to support the transition to a
net-zero economy and improve the UK’s resilience to the impacts of climate change “much remains
to be done”.

4.3.27

With reference to COVID-19, the CCC sets out that recovery from it will reshape how the climate
crisis is tackled. It states in the Executive Summary:
“Choices in the coming months must steer a recovery that drives vital new economic activity,
accelerates our transition to Net Zero and strengthens our resilience to the impacts of climate
change. UK domestic climate ambition can be the basis for UK international leadership in 2021, in
the Presidency of the delayed UN climate summit in Glasgow (COP26) and in the G7 Presidency. It
is 12 months since Net Zero became law, requiring the UK to reduce net emissions of greenhouse
gases to zero by 2050. Initial steps towards a net-zero policy package have been taken, but this
was not the year of policy progress that the Committee called for in 2019.
Net Zero has been adopted as a key goal of the Government ……but we are not making adequate
progress in preparing for climate change. The delay of COP26 to November 2021 provides a
window to address this policy deficit and establish a credible internationally-leading position”.

4.3.28

In terms of building a resilient recovery from the COVID-19 crisis the CCC state:
•

Success requires that net-zero emissions and improved climate resilience are integral to the
COVID-19 recovery;

•

The extraordinary steps taken to slow infections in recent months have created new economic
and social pressures;

•

Climate investments will help create jobs and stimulate economic recovery, while changing the
course of UK emissions and improving our resilience to climate change for the coming decade
and beyond; and

•

The fundamental requirements to achieve Net Zero are largely unchanged by COVID-19.

4.3.29

The report adds that the steps that the UK takes to rebuild from the COVID-19 pandemic and its
economic damage can also accelerate the transition to low-carbon activities and improve climate
resilience.

4.3.30

At page 16 of the report, the CCC state that in April 2020, the CCC wrote to the Prime Minister and
the First Ministers of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland setting out six principles for a resilient
recovery from COVID-19 as follows, inter alia:
•

8

Use climate investments to support the economic recovery and jobs;

CCC ‘Reducing UK emissions: 2020 Progress Report to Parliament’ 25 June 2020.
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•

Tackle the wider ‘resilience deficit’ on climate change.

•

Ensure the recovery does not ‘lock-in’ greenhouse gas emissions or increased climate risk.

4.3.31

The report adds that the CCC ‘Costs and Benefits Advisory Group on Net Zero’, reconvened for the
report endorsed these principles and concluded that "the economic recovery from [COVID-19]
gives the UK a chance to grow back in a way that is fit for the low-carbon future to which it aspires,
and that can benefit from the industrial and economic developments that this future offers."

4.3.32

In terms of specific reference to the power sector, the report welcomes plans to bring onshore wind
back into the system of power auctions and states a clear timetable for future auctions would
support delivery and development of supply chains.

4.3.33

A fundamental part of the report is (Chapter 5 ‘Planning a resilient recovery’). The CCC state that:
“the economic impact of the pandemic is being felt worldwide, with the IMF predicting the worst
global recession since the 1930s. The UK is heading for a recession. UK Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) fell by 2% for the first quarter of 2020, covering only the very start of the crisis, and by over
20% in the month of April. The latest independent forecasts have, on average, predicted a fall of
8.6% in UK GDP for 2020.”

4.3.34

Overall, the Committee recommends that investments in low-carbon and climate adaptation
infrastructure must be at the heart of measures to restore economic growth following COVID-19.

4.3.35

The report explains (page 184) that renewables can now be deployed at scale in the UK and
Government should take advantage of the cost reductions in renewable electricity over the past
decade and “should continue to use the Contracts-for-Difference (CfD) auction mechanism to
deliver ambitious power sector decarbonisation during the 2020s, consistent with plans for
electrification of transport and heat”.

4.3.36

Page 169 sets out that where powers are reserved to the UK level, the devolved administrations
have an important role in ensuring that the emissions reductions take place. In particular, the
devolved administrations should focus on various areas including “planning”, described as a “useful
lever over infrastructure that needs to be well aligned to objectives for emissions reduction” by
various means including “a favourable planning regime for low-cost onshore wind.”

4.4

Scottish Government Policy and Renewable Energy Generation Targets

4.4.1

In recent years there has been a large number of Scottish Government policy documents (as well
as statute) on the topic of climate change and renewable energy. In this section the following more
recent documents are referred to, with key policy objectives and targets highlighted:
•

The Scottish Energy Strategy (2017);

•

The Onshore Wind Policy Statement (2017);

•

The Climate Change Plan (2018);

•

Statements from the First Minister on the ‘Climate Emergency’;

•

The Climate Change (Emissions Reduction Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019;

•

The Programme for Government (2019);

•

The CCC advice to the Scottish Government on recovery from the COVID-19 crisis (May
2020);

•

The recommendations from the Scottish Government’s Advisory Group on Economic Recovery
(June 2020); and

•

The Report from the Climate Emergency Response Group (CERG) ‘Eight Policy Packages for
Scotland’s Green Recovery’ (July 2020); and
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The Programme for Government (2020);

The Scottish Energy Strategy (2017)
4.4.2

The Scottish Energy Strategy (SES) was published in December 2017 and sets a 2050 vision for
energy in Scotland as “a flourishing, competitive local and national energy sector, delivering
secure, affordable, clean energy for Scotland’s households, communities and businesses”.

4.4.3

The 2050 vision is expressed around six priorities including:
“Renewable and low carbon solutions – we will continue to champion and explore the potential of
Scotland's huge renewable energy resource, and its ability to meet our local and national heat,
transport and electricity needs – helping to achieve our ambitious emissions reduction targets.”

4.4.4

The strategy also contains new whole system targets for 2030 as follows:•

The equivalent of 50% of the energy for Scotland’s heat, transport and electricity consumption
to be supplied from renewable sources;

•

An increase by 30% in the productivity of energy use across the Scottish economy.

4.4.5

The longer-term target is further articulated on page 34 where it is stated: “Scotland's long-term
climate change targets will require the near complete decarbonisation of our energy system by
2050, with renewable energy meeting a significant share of our needs.”

4.4.6

The SES further states with regard to the 50% target: “Scottish Government analysis underpinning
this target, shows that renewable electricity ……..could rise to over 140% of Scottish electricity
consumption, ensuring its contribution to the wider renewable energy target for 2030. This
assumes a considerably higher market penetration of renewable electricity than today – requiring in
the region of 17 GW of installed capacity in 2030 (compared to 9.5 GW in June 2017).” (underlining
added).

4.4.7

The SES refers to “Renewable and Low Carbon Solutions” as a strategic priority (page 41) and
states “we will continue to champion and explore the potential of Scotland’s huge renewable
energy resource, its ability to meet our local and national heat, transport and electricity needs –
helping to achieve our ambitious emissions reduction targets”.

4.4.8

Onshore wind is identified as a key technology and the SES states “we will push for UK wide policy
support for onshore wind, and take action of our own to prioritise and deliver a route to market –
combined with a land use planning approach which continues to support development while
protecting our landscapes”.

4.4.9

The SES goes on to set out what is termed the “Opportunity” for onshore wind and there is explicit
recognition that onshore wind is amongst the lowest cost forms of power generation. It is also
recognised as “a vital component of the huge industrial opportunity that renewables creates for
Scotland”. Reference is made to the employment levels and economic activity derived from
onshore wind and the SES sets out that the Government is “determined to build on these
strengths”.

4.4.10

The SES sets out the Government’s clear position on onshore wind namely:
“our energy and climate change goals mean that onshore wind must continue to play a vital role in
Scotland’s future – helping to decarbonise our electricity, heat and transport systems, boosting our
economy, and meeting local and national demand.”
“That means continuing to support development in the right places, and – increasing the extension
and replacement of existing sites with new and larger turbines, all based on an appropriate, case
by case assessment of their effects and impacts and it means developers and communities
working together and continuing to strike the right balance between environmental impacts, local
support, benefits, and – where possible economic benefits deriving from community ownership”.
(underlining added)
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The SES adds:
“this can be done in a way which is compatible with Scotland’s magnificent landscapes, including
our areas of wild land. This means that the relevant planning and consenting processes will remain
vitally important. A major review of the Scottish planning system is well underway, and will continue
as now to fully reflect the important role of renewable energy and energy infrastructure, in the right
places”.

4.4.12

The SES goes on to cross refer to further detail in relation to onshore wind as contained within the
Onshore Wind Policy Statement (OWPS) which has been published alongside the SES. The SES
therefore, in addition to setting new stretching renewable energy and electricity targets, gives
unequivocal strong policy support for the further development of onshore wind. In short, there is a
renewed and enhanced impetus being imparted, rather than just a continuation of previous support.

4.4.13

Page 69 references “near term actions” for onshore wind including:

4.4.14

•

“Build on the positive and practical provision for onshore wind in our planning system under the
next National Planning Framework and Scottish Planning Policy; and

•

Implement the new Onshore Wind Policy Statement, which underlines the continued
importance of this established low cost resource”. (underlining added).

On the basis of the near term actions for onshore wind in the SES (see above), it can be
anticipated that these new national planning policy documents, with their enhanced status, will
reflect this strong support for onshore wind now set out in the SES and OWPS.

The Onshore Wind Policy Statement (2017)
4.4.15

The OWPS, published in December 2017 sets out the up to date national policy position in relation
to onshore wind. The Ministerial Foreword sets out that “there is no question that onshore wind is
a vital component of the huge industrial opportunity that renewables more generally create for
Scotland”.

4.4.16

It adds “our energy and climate change goals mean that onshore wind will continue to play a vital
role in Scotland’s future – helping to substantively decarbonise our electricity supplies, heat and
transport systems, thereby boosting our economy.”

4.4.17

Chapter 1 is entitled ‘Route to Market’ and it sets out (paragraph 2) that onshore wind, as a mature
and established technology, is now amongst the lowest cost forms of generating electricity,
renewable or otherwise. It adds “we expect onshore wind to remain at the heart of a clean, reliable
and low carbon energy future in Scotland”.

4.4.18

Establishing a route to market is essential to enable wider deployment and an increased
contribution from onshore wind. In a subsidy free context, it will be the larger scale developments
that can capture a good wind resource and which have cost effective grid connection arrangements
which will make a valuable early contribution to targets.

4.4.19

Paragraph 3 continues
“In order for onshore wind to play its vital role in meeting Scotland’s energy needs, and a material
role in growing our economy, its contribution must continue to grow. Onshore wind generation will
remain crucial in terms of our goals for a decarbonised energy system, helping to meet the greater
demand from our heat and transport sectors, as well as making further progress towards the
ambitious renewable targets which the Scottish Government has set”.

4.4.20

The statement therefore makes it very clear that onshore wind is expected to make a significant
contribution to Scotland’s energy needs including renewable targets into the long term.

4.4.21

Paragraph 4 of Chapter 1 states that given the recognised contribution that onshore is expected to
make to Scotland’s future energy and renewable targets “this means that Scotland will continue to
need more onshore wind development and capacity, in locations across our landscapes where it
can be accommodated”. This statement not surprisingly therefore continues the current approach
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as set out in SPP that, whilst there is a very strong need case for further onshore wind
development, environmental considerations are factors to be taken into account in the operation of
the planning system. This principle is reflected throughout the OWPS.
4.4.22

Paragraph 8 of Chapter 1 emphasises the industrial opportunity presented by a growing onshore
wind sector and it states that “the extent to which we can continue to capture these benefits,
remains a top priority for Scottish Ministers”.

4.4.23

The role of onshore wind in sustaining and further growing the supply chain for the sector is
therefore a very important consideration and this is recognised in SPP at paragraph 169.

4.4.24

Paragraph 23 states that the Scottish Ministers “acknowledge that onshore wind technology and
equipment manufacturers in the market are moving towards larger and more powerful (i.e. higher
capacity) turbines and that these by necessity – will mean taller towers and blade tip heights”.
(underling added)

The Climate Change Plan (2018)
4.4.25

The Scottish Government published a draft Climate Change Plan (CCP) – ‘the draft Third Report
on Policies and Proposals 2017 – 2032 (RPP3)’ on 19 January 2017 under the provisions of the
Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009.

4.4.26

A final version of the CCP was published in February 2018 and is intended to be the last produced
under the 2009 Act. The CCP confirms the Scottish Government supports the Paris Agreement,
which sets the standard for the international response to climate change. In terms of the electricity
sector, the CCP states that:
•

By 2032, Scotland’s electricity system will supply a growing share of Scotland’s energy needs
and by 2030, 50% of all Scotland’s energy needs will come from renewables (page 15).

•

By 2032, Scotland’s electricity system will be largely decarbonised and be increasingly
important as a power source for heat and transport.

•

Electricity will be increasingly important as a power source for heat and in transport to charge
Scotland’s growing fleet of ultra-low emission vehicles.

4.4.27

Chapter 1 addresses electricity and states “our ambition for the electricity sector, as set out in this
chapter, is consistent with the Scottish Government’s Energy Strategy published in December
2017. In 2032, Scotland’s electricity system will be largely decarbonised. The system will be
powered by a high penetration of renewables, with security of supply and system resilience aided
by a range of flexible and responsive technologies”. (page 67)

4.4.28

Reference is made to the SES which the CCP states contains proposals that will increase the level
of renewable electricity generation, including new targets and commitments to continue supporting
the key renewable generation technologies.

The Climate Emergency in Scotland
4.4.29

Scottish First Minister Nicola Sturgeon declared a "Climate Emergency" in her speech to the SNP
Conference in April 2019, stating:
"As First Minister of Scotland, I am declaring that there is a climate emergency. And Scotland will
live up to our responsibility to tackle it." Referring to the recently published CCC advice, Ms
Sturgeon added "if that advice says we can go further or go faster, we will do so".

4.4.30

Furthermore, Climate Change Secretary Roseanna Cunningham made a statement on 14 May to
the Scottish Parliament on the 'Global Climate Emergency'. Again, with reference to the recent
CCC Report:
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" There is a global climate emergency. The evidence is irrefutable. The science is clear. And
people have been clear: they expect action. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
issued a stark warning last year: the world must act now. By 2030 it will be too late to limit
warming to 1.5 degrees.
We acted immediately with amendments to our Climate Change Bill to set a 2045 target for net
zero emissions - as we said we'd do. If agreed by Parliament, these will be the most stringent
legislative targets anywhere in the world and Scotland's contribution to climate change will end,
definitively, within a generation. The CCC was clear that this will be enormously challenging...."
4.4.31

The Minister also highlighted the important role of the planning system stating:
"And subject to the passage of the Planning Bill at Stage 3, the next National Planning Framework
and review of Scottish Planning Policy will include considerable focus on how the planning system
can support our climate change goals".

4.4.32

The Scottish Government has therefore begun to act on the stark warnings issued by the IPCC
who have stated that by 2030 it would be too late to limit global heating to 1.5 degrees – but there
is much more to be done.

4.4.33

The current situation is more urgent and more grave than that which prevailed in 2014 when SPP
and NPF3 where published and that must therefore go to the matter of weight to be attributed to
the benefits of the proposed development and the need case.

Programme for Government (2019)
4.4.34

The Scottish Government’s Programme for 2019-20 published on 3 September 2019 puts climate
change front and centre of the political agenda and reaffirms the aim of achieving net zero
greenhouse gas emissions in Scotland by 2045. In the introduction from the First Minister, the
‘Climate Emergency’ is acknowledged and it states that:
“this Programme for Government sets out some of the next steps in Scotland’s journey to net zero
emissions and raises our ambition in light of the emergency we face. We are leading the world in
setting challenging targets but we must also redouble our efforts to meet them”. (underlining
added)

4.4.35

The Introduction also refers to the forthcoming renewal of the National Planning Framework (NPF)
and that there will be an updated CCP that will take full account of the advice of the UK CCC. AS
noted above, the Government has received updated advice from the CCC in May 2020 in the
context of the COVID-19 crisis.

4.4.36

Chapter 1 of the Programme entitled ‘Ending Contribution to Climate Change’ makes it clear that
Scotland is facing a climate emergency and key points include the following:•

Scotland has committed to some of the toughest statutory emissions reductions in the world
and that adopting a net zero emissions target by 2045 underlines the Government’s ambition
that Scotland will no longer contribute to global climate change.

•

Scotland has a unique opportunity to be at the forefront of global action; and

•

This Programme for Government commits to vital early action to accelerate Scotland’s journey
towards net zero.

4.4.37

Page 38 also states that the Scottish Government is making a number of other major commitments
in response to the climate emergency and in terms of ‘planning’ this will include the fourth NPF
which will help to radically accelerate reduction of emissions. The publication of draft NPF4 has
however, now been delayed until September 2021 (with an interim ‘Position Statement’ to be
published in Autumn 2020).

4.4.38

Page 39 refers specifically to planning and key points referenced in this regard include:
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•

The global climate emergency means that the time is right for wide-ranging debate on more
radical planning policy options;

•

Planning is recognised as a vital tool in leveraging the changes needed to achieve goals; and

•

Through engagement on the fourth NPF the Government will explore planning options that
radically accelerate reduction of emissions.

The Climate Change (Emissions Reduction Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019
4.4.39

It is important to take into account the Climate Change (Emissions Reduction Targets) (Scotland)
Act 2019. The Scottish Government, having taken advice from the Committee on Climate Change,
progressed this legislation which received Royal Assent on 31 October 2019. The Act sets a legally
binding ‘net zero’ target for Scotland, five years ahead of the date set for the whole of the UK.

4.4.40

It is also relevant to note that at Stage 3 of the Bill in Parliament the interim target for 2030 was
amended and strengthened from a 70% to a 75% reduction in emissions lower than the baseline of
1990 levels (and 90% for 2040).

CCC Response to Scottish Government on advice for a Green Recovery (May 2020)
4.4.41

The CCC wrote to the Scottish Government (6 May 2020) following a request for advice on a
‘green recovery for Scotland’ in light of the COVID-19 crisis. The CCC advice relates to how
climate policy can play a core part of the Government’s approach to ‘rebuilding’ after the COVID-19
crisis.

4.4.42

In the letter, the CCC set out that “reducing greenhouse gas emissions and adapting to climate
change should be integral to any recovery package. These remain scientific, economic and social
imperatives and will only be delivered if ambitious steps are taken by the Scottish Government”.
The CCC make it clear that there are clear economic, social and environmental benefits for
immediate expansion including “investment in low carbon and climate resilient infrastructure”.

4.4.43

The CCC also comment that delaying the update to Scotland’s Climate Change Plan was the right
decision and it is welcomed in terms of it being ‘reframed’ in the context of a ‘green pathway’ to aid
an economic recovery and to be in line with Scotland’s statutory net zero targets. It is expected to
be published in late 2020 (the original date had been the end of April 2020).

4.4.44

The CCC set out various principles for a resilient recovery which include comprehensive plans to
reduce emissions and prepare for climate change – the CCC notes that these are not yet in place
and that “strong policies from across Government are needed to reduce our vulnerability and to the
destructive risks of climate change and to avoid the disorderly transition to net zero”.

4.4.45

The letter refers to further advice to be contained in the Annual Progress Report (that report to the
UK Parliament was subsequently published on 25 June 2020 and has been referenced above).

4.4.46

The Annex to the letter adds that the UK and Scottish Governments have already declared their
intentions to deliver large scale national infrastructure programmes. The CCC state that “many of
these projects are critical to preparing for climate change and achieving net zero emissions.”
Reference is specifically made in this regard to matters such as electric vehicle charging
infrastructure, hydrogen production and “onshore wind”. The letter adds that “acceleration of these
projects should take priority”. (underlining added)

Report of the Advisory Group on Economic Recovery (June 2020)
4.4.47

The Scottish Government has received the report of the Advisory Group on Economic Recovery entitled ‘towards a robust, resilient well-being economy for Scotland’.

4.4.48

The group was established by the Scottish Government in April 2020 as a response to the long
term impact of COVID-19 and was specifically asked to focus on Scotland’s economic recovery
with the emphasis on the period after the immediate emergency created by COVID-19 had been
addressed.
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4.4.49

The report provides advice to the Scottish Government on actions across businesses sectors and
regions throughout Scotland and the solutions are intended to enable a swift economic recovery
and one that also ensures the Scottish economy will emerge stronger and more resilient.

4.4.50

The report recognises amongst various measures that there is a need now to considerably
increase the pace and scale of deployment of renewables to meet low carbon generating targets
over the next 25 years and to enable Scotland to: “grasp the tremendous opportunities for a green
recovery which such a transition offers”.

4.4.51

It adds: “This imperative presents increased and urgent challenges for the existing policy, planning
and licensing framework to identify and consent suitable projects with a sufficient level of impact in
the light of the climate emergency at a scale and to a timetable to deliver on Scotland’s net zero
targets”.

4.4.52

The report sets out that the economic recovery will be long, but action needs to start now. It
recommends that the Scottish Government needs to define and execute its recovery plan with
purpose and urgency and that the response to the proposals and the Government’s strategy in that
regard for economic recovery should be published by the end of July 2020.

Report of the Climate Emergency Response Group to the Scottish Government
(July 2020)
4.4.53

The Report from the Climate Emergency Response Group 9 (CERG) entitled ‘Eight Policy Packages
for Scotland’s Green Recovery’ was published in July 2020.

4.4.54

The Report sets out that the CCC has written to the Scottish Government with their own initial
advice on ‘Building a resilient recovery from the COVID-19 crisis’ which has now been followed with
more detail in its 2020 Progress Report to the UK Parliament. The CERG has developed its policy
packages, building on the CCC advice as well as providing CERG principles for a green recovery.

4.4.55

The Report recognises that there has been an enormous impact on the economy in Scotland as a
result of COVID-19, potentially of a scale not seen since the Great Depression of the 1920s. It
adds:
“Going into this crisis, the Scottish Government’s response to the climate emergency was
beginning to gather pace following the Programme for Government announcements in September
2019. New policies were being developed across sectors, and new finance had been allocated to
key areas by the 2020/21 Scottish Budget. However, gaps remained in translating policy ambition
into policy delivery, and to this extent the necessary refocussing of government attention by the
current COVID-19 crisis may have temporarily delayed our response to the climate emergency.”
(page 8)

4.4.56

This report is focussed on delivering practical, workable, solutions that the Scottish Government
can implement now, in order to move Scotland towards a net-zero economy, while recovering from
the COVID-19 crisis.

4.4.57

The recommendations include eight policy packages identified as priorities for accelerating
Scotland’s climate emergency response as part of a wider economic recovery package for a fairer
and greener Scotland. The policy packages are divided into four priority areas for economic
recovery and four priority strategies which describe the policy and fiscal approaches which are
recommended.

9

The CERG comprises leaders spanning Scotland’s private, public and third sectors, delivery organisations and
membership bodies. The group aims to inform and influence the Scottish Government's response to the climate
emergency by providing practical, workable solutions that can be implemented – now. After launching in August 2019,
the group’s 12-point plan for action was adopted by the Scottish Government as part of its 2019 Programme for
Government to support its target of achieving net zero carbon emissions by 2045.
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One of the four priority strategies, is entitled ‘Unlocking private investment with greater policy
certainty’. It states:
“The recovery must be investment-led, and the demand for high-quality investments remains much
greater than the supply – evidenced by very low interest rates, resilient stock markets, etc. The
Scottish Government can secure additional investment by creating an attractive policy environment
for investors, resulting in stronger business cases for a climate neutral economy and channelling
investment in the right direction. This securing of private investment through greater policy certainty
will be at least as important as the role of public sector investment.”

4.4.59

Set out under what can be achieved in the near term (next 6-12 months) is reference to planning
and onshore wind as follows:
“Planning policy. Update existing planning guidance to enable new and existing onshore wind
planning consents and enhance the competitiveness of Scottish projects. This will help ensure that
Scotland secures a high share of Contract for Difference or alternatively financed onshore
renewable projects in the coming years.”

4.4.60

The CERG Report states that the Group:
“encourages the Scottish Government to embrace these policy packages as key components of its
economic recovery plans for a fairer and greener Scotland. These commitments should be
reflected in the key milestones over the next few months – starting with the Government’s response
to the report from the Advisory Group on Economic Recovery, and continuing with the Programme
for Government, the review of the Infrastructure Investment Plan, and the new Climate Change
Plan”.

4.4.61

The Report concludes by stating that:
“Scotland’s response to COVID-19 is a massive opportunity to catapult and prioritise a just
transition to a net-zero economy….This report has identified specific policy proposals which can
help make that a reality - directly addressing the economic concerns resulting from the public
health crisis while stepping up our response to the climate crisis – an existential emergency that
has not gone away. The packages have also been designed to make the most of the wider social,
health and well-being benefits.”

Programme for Government (2020)
4.4.62

The Scottish Government’s Programme for 2020-21 was published in September 2020. Chapter 1
of the document is entitled ‘a National Mission to Create New Jobs, Good Jobs and Green Jobs’.
Page 4 sets out that central to the economic recovery is a new national mission in terms of
employment creation. It adds:
“our economic recovery must be a green recovery. Even before the pandemic, we knew we had
significant work to do in order to improve the state of nature and meet our statutory commitment to
be a net zero society by 2045. The impact of the crisis has reinforced the need for that, but also the
opportunities it presents.
We will immediately put a clear new focus on our updated Climate Change Plan, ensuring it reflects
our new starting point and the central importance of a green recovery to Scotland’s progress”.

4.4.63

Page 36 sets out that “the Government’s response will ensure that a green recovery is at the heart
of the economic recovery” and it states that “an updated Climate Change Plan will be published
before the end of 2020”.
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Progress to the Scottish 2020 Renewable Energy & Electricity Targets
Renewable Energy

4.5.1

The Scottish Government’s targets are to achieve 30% of total Scottish energy use from renewable
sources by 2020 and 50% by 2030. The Government’s ‘Energy Statistics for Scotland’ (March
2020) show that in 2018, 20.9% of total Scottish energy consumption came from renewable
sources. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1 below. It is evident that there is a steep trajectory that will
need to be sustained in order to meet future targets.
Figure 4.1: Performance against the 2020 & 2030 Renewable Energy Targets
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Renewable Electricity
4.5.2

The 2020 100% electricity target equates to around 17GW of installed renewables capacity. The
Scottish Government estimates that in 2019, renewable sources generated the equivalent of
approximately 90% gross electricity consumption10. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2 below. It can
be seen that onshore wind is the key contributing technology and that role is expected to continue,
as set out in both the SES and OWPS.
Figure 4.2: Performance against 2020 Renewable Electricity Target

Renewable Electricity Capacity
4.5.3

The Scottish Government’s11 March 2020 statistics show that as of December 2019, Scotland had
11.8 Giga-Watts (GW) of installed (operational) renewable electricity generation capacity, with an
additional 1.2 GW of capacity under construction and 7.7 GW consented. Figure 4.3 below
illustrates Scotland’s renewable capacity by stage in the planning process.
Figure 4.3: Renewable Capacity in Scotland by Planning Stage, as of December 2019

10

Scottish Government, Renewable Energy Statistics, March 2020.

11

ibid.
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4.5.4

It is evident that there remains a significant shortfall against the Scottish 2020 renewable electricity
generation target as the ‘operational’ and ‘under construction’ figures together only amount to
13GW. Not all consented projects will proceed to implementation. The proposed development
would make a valuable contribution to what remains an unmet and uncapped target for 2020.

4.6

Conclusions on the Renewable Energy Policy Framework

4.6.1

The Scottish Energy Strategy (SES) (2017), which preceded the important events and publications
referred to above, already sets out that onshore wind is recognised as a key contributor to the
delivery of renewable energy targets – specifically the 2030 50% energy from renewable sources
target – which could see renewable electricity rise to over 140% of Scottish electricity consumption.
The Government set out (based on targets and circumstances at that time) that this may require in
the region of 17GW of installed renewables capacity by 2030 (SES, page 34).

4.6.2

The SES did not and could not take account of what may be required in terms of additional
renewable generation capacity to attain the new legally binding ‘net zero’ targets – this is expected
to be addressed in an updated Climate Change Plan to be published in late 2020.

4.6.3

Regardless, the Government’s 2020 renewable electricity target remains unmet and has been
supplemented by the stretching 2030 targets.

4.6.4

One of the key messages in the Onshore Wind Policy Statement (OWPS) is the recognition that
onshore wind is to play a “vital role” in meeting Scotland’s energy needs, a “material” role in
growing the economy and it is specifically stated that the technology remains “crucial” in terms of
Scotland’s goals for an overall decarbonised energy system and to attain ambitious renewable
targets for the milestone dates of 2020, 2030 and 2045.

4.6.5

This language on the role of onshore wind is demonstrably stronger than that in the NPF and SPP
published in 2014. Even if a view is taken that the language is no different, the context within
which the NPF / SPP policy statements were given is demonstrably different by way of more
stretching targets and no subsidy or certainty on route to market for onshore wind. The increased
importance of the contribution that onshore wind is expected to make to targets and meeting future
energy needs to be recognised.

4.6.6

The OWPS also makes specific reference to the move “towards larger and more powerful (i.e.
higher capacity) turbines and that these by necessity – will mean taller towers and blade tip
heights”. Notice is therefore given of market reality and evolving technological change and the
benefits larger turbines can bring in terms of energy yield and a consequent larger contribution to
targets.

4.6.7

Whilst the SES and the OWPS are evidence of a continuum of ever stronger positive advice on
onshore wind development as part of the Scottish Government's renewables strategy, the latest
documents and legally binding targets for net zero introduced in 2019 go further.

4.6.8

When it was enacted, the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 set world leading greenhouse gas
emissions reduction targets, including a target to reduce emissions by 80% by 2050. However, as
noted above, the new Climate Change (Emissions Reduction Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019 sets
even more ambitious targets – which reflect the recommendations of the CCC for a net zero GHG
emissions target by 2045 at the latest, with challenging interim stages – a 75% reduction target by
2030 and 90% by 2040.

4.6.9

The scale of the challenge presented by the new targets for net zero within the timescale adopted
by the Scottish Government on the advice of the CCC is considerable, especially given the
requirements for decarbonisation of heat and transport – this will require very substantial increases
in renewable generation.

4.6.10

This CCC report was published at the same time as a series of high-profile environmental reports,
the Extinction Rebellion protests and political declarations of a “Climate Emergency”. It is very clear
that the mood changed in 2019 with regard to the importance of tackling climate change and the
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global heating crisis. Timing is critical as with each year passing, the closer we are to the target
dates, and time is lost in implementing the Government’s Energy Strategy.
4.6.11

The Scottish Energy Minister12 has stated that in light of adopting the CCC recommendations “this
means we have the most stringent statutory targets in the world”. Moreover, the CCC is
unambiguous in stating that “Current policy is insufficient for even the existing targets”.

4.6.12

To reiterate key points made above: the Scottish Government has acted on the stark warnings
issued by the IPCC who have stated that by 2030 it would be too late to limit global heating to 1.5
degrees.

4.6.13

In light of the CCC recommendations the Scottish Government is seeking “transformative change”
– and that action has to be quick and decisive. An emergency is a grave situation that requires
urgent action and cannot wait for new policies to emerge in years to come. Decisions through the
planning system must be responsive to this position and bring these material matters into play in
planning determinations, by according these factors proper weight through the application of the
planning balance. The current situation must therefore go to the matter of weight to be attributed to
benefits and the need case for the proposed development.
The Weight to be given to Renewable Energy Policy

4.6.14

It has to be acknowledged that the need case with regard to renewable generation and emissions
reduction targets as set out in NPF3 and SPP, drafted in 2014, are more than 6 years old and do
not reflect the new reality for the reasons outlined above. The documents are under review and
have to a large extent been overtaken by new statutory provisions and related policy on renewable
energy targets and GHG emissions reductions. We can only expect the expression of the need
case to intensify in future policy documents such as NPF4.

4.6.15

The events of the last 18 months described above do not need formal planning policy articulation in
order to be given weight in planning decisions by a decision maker. Significant weight should be
given to the recent new law and net zero related pronouncements which clearly go much further
than the current targets in SPP and NPF3.

4.6.16

The Applicant does not suggest that the planning balance that needs to be struck should not reflect
the advice in SPP. The fundamental planning principle that needs to be acknowledged and
followed is that it is open to a decision maker to place the weight he or she thinks fit on a material
consideration.

4.6.17

Any suggestion that the Climate Emergency does not give rise to an urgent need for action simply
because, as yet, planning advice and guidance has not been amended would be misguided. As set
out above, it is wholly legitimate for the planning system to take account updated and emerging
issues as material considerations in arriving at a decision on a proposal.

4.6.18

The Applicant’s position is that the overall planning framework in which the planning balance has to
be struck clearly needs to take into account SPP and NPF3 since they are important material
considerations. However, as noted, other material considerations of relevance should be afforded
weight and the amount of weight is for the decision maker to determine.

4.6.19

A recent Appeal Decision Notice helps to illustrate this approach. The Millenderdale Farm Appeal
Decision Notice of 16 April 2020 (DPEA Reference: PPA-370-2077) involved a five-turbine wind
farm in South Ayrshire which was the subject of an Appeal following a refusal of planning
permission by South Ayrshire Council. Although the Appeal was not upheld, the reasoning within it
is informative on the matter of energy policy and how it should be addressed by way of a material
consideration in a planning or indeed an Electricity Act determination.

Paul Wheelhouse, Minister for Energy, Connectivity and he Islands, Ministerial Foreword of the ‘Annual Energy
Statement 2019’ Scottish Government.
12
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In the decision, the Reporter at paragraph 78 states that both SPP and NPF3 offer strong support
for onshore wind farms. At paragraph 80 she acknowledges that:
“SPP and NPF3 refer to, and are reflective of, the then legislative and policy context in
relation to renewable energy and climate change. However, as the Appellant points out, this
context has changed in the meantime”.

4.6.21

The Reporter went on at paragraph 81 to refer to new matters including the SES (2017) and the
associated OWPS and the new Emissions Reduction Act of 2019. Furthermore, the Reporter
made a point of noting that as of 2019 the UK had not met its EU 2020 target for renewable energy
and that there are further targets to be met by 2030 under that Directive which remain legally
binding notwithstanding the UK’s departure from the EU. The declared Climate Emergency in
Scotland is also referenced.

4.6.22

At paragraph 83 of the decision, the Reporter states:
“I agree with the Appellant that all of this (and the various related documents supplied by the
Appellant) demonstrates that they need to respond to climate change, the urgency and scale
of that challenge, and the contribution of wind and other renewable energy in doing so, are
all considerably heightened and important. I agree that, as a material consideration, this
increases the value that should attach to the renewable energy benefits of the proposed
development”.

4.6.23

The Reporter went on to state that those benefits would still need to be weighed in the overall
planning balance. That is the approach that the Applicant is advocating in this case: namely that
SPP and NPF3 provide the broad planning framework, in particular by way of the Spatial
Framework and at paragraph 169 where there is reference to the various ‘considerations’ that need
to come into play in a planning judgment.

4.6.24

SPP does not advise decision makers on the amount of weight that needs to be afforded to any
given material consideration. It is clear from Millenderdale Farm that the Reporter in that case
placed greater weight on the benefits that would flow from a wind farm as a result of the
‘considerably heightened’ importance “of the need to respond to climate change”.

4.6.25

The increased importance is justified on the basis of the new material considerations that have
arisen since SPP and NPF3 were published in 2014. As the Reporter rightly highlights, the context
since then has considerably changed and that is what needs to be taken into account in planning
decisions.
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5.

The Benefits of the Proposed Development

5.1

The Benefits: Summary

5.1.1

The proposed development would result in a wide range of benefits as follows:

5.1.2

13

•

With an indicative installed capacity of up to 29.4 MW, the proposed development would make
a valuable contribution to the attainment of the UK and Scottish Government policies of
encouraging renewable energy developments; and in turn contribute to the achievement of UK
and Scottish Government currently unmet targets for renewable energy and electricity
generation. The Government has confirmed its long-term commitment to the decarbonisation
of electricity generation and the proposal would help advance this policy objective.

•

The UK legally binding target of net zero GHG emissions by 2050 and the Scottish
Government target of a 75% reduction of such emissions by 2030 and net zero by the earlier
date of 2045 are major challenges. The Government has made it clear that onshore wind plays
a vital role in the attainment of future targets in relation to helping to combat the crisis of global
heating. Energy policy is an important material consideration in the determination of the
application and should be afforded significant weight in favour of the proposed development.

•

The potential annual carbon emission savings for the proposed development would be
approximately 30,828 tonnes of carbon dioxide per annum. The renewable electricity
generated would be the equivalent to that required to power 18,935 homes13.

•

It is anticipated that the project would have positive employment effects during construction
and operation and there would be use of local services and supply chain. The Applicant is
committed to maximising the local economic impact from the proposed development and will
work with stakeholders to ensure that local enterprises have an opportunity to bid for contracts.

•

The proposed development would result in a capital expenditure of the order of £37 million.

•

A Habitat Management Plan (HMP) is proposed which would deliver biodiversity benefits. The
HMP will includes restoration measures of the most sensitive habitats within the site, and
subsequent monitoring which will measure the effectiveness of restoration works, with
restoration works adaptable in response to monitoring outcomes. The HMP will seek to
provide biodiversity gains for black grouse, nightjar, great crested newts and general moorland
and forest biodiversity through targeted species management measures and best practice
moorland and forest management.

•

Recreational and access opportunities would result from the proposed Recreational
Enhancement Plan.

•

The proposal will contribute £5,000 per MW installed capacity to a Community Fund. This will
result in an annual value of approximately £147,000 per year. With a 30-year operational
period, this will provide approximately £4.4 million in community benefit. These payments are
acknowledged not to be a material planning consideration.

The importance of the economic benefits arising from the proposed development cannot be underestimated in today's circumstances. The Office of Budget Responsibility (OBR) has set out clear
warnings in July 2020 that unemployment in the UK is likely to rise beyond levels seen in the 1980s
as the nation struggles to regain its pre-COVID-19 virus footing. The OBR's position is that 2020
has seen the biggest collapse in economic activity since records began and there is now a
significant likelihood of lasting economic 'scarring'. Reference has been made in Chapter 4 to the
recent advice to the Scottish Government from their Advisory Group on Economic Recovery and
from the Government's Climate Emergency Response Group – the consistent strong
recommendation is that there is an economic and environmental imperative to seek to deliver
projects that can contribute to the economic recovery and indeed which can make a positive

The calculations for these figures are set out in Chapter 4 of the EIA Report.
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response to the Climate Emergency. The proposed development can make such a valuable
contribution.
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Conclusions

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

In setting out conclusions, the following two questions are posed:

Planning Statement

•

Firstly, does the proposed development accord with the statutory Development Plan consistent
with the requirements of Section 25 of the 1997 Act? and

•

Secondly, does the consideration of applicable material considerations indicate otherwise?

6.2

Does the Development accord with the statutory Development Plan?

6.2.1

The relevant policies of the Development Plan were considered in Chapter 2. The focus of this
assessment was only on those effects identified as significant through the EIA Report following the
application of mitigation measures proposed. This was in order for the assessment to be
proportionate and, while it is recognised that the outcomes of the EIA are not in themselves a
demonstration of planning policy accordance, the EIA assessment process is a key consideration in
determining the significance of receptors and in turn informing the overall acceptability of the
proposed development.

6.2.2

The significant effects identified largely relate to landscape and visual matters, however taking into
account other policy considerations relating to suitable wind resource, renewable energy targets
and positive local economic effects and the various benefits (as required by policy IN2) the
proposed development is considered to accord with Policy IN2 with regard to landscape and visual
effects and indeed with regard to the various other environmental topics set out in the policy.

6.2.3

The proposed development is also considered to be consistent with other relevant policies of the
LDP and with relevant aspects of the SG.

6.2.4

The conclusion reached with regard to the first question, is that the proposed development would
be consistent with all relevant policies of the Development Plan, and with the Plan when read as a
whole.

6.3

Do Material Considerations Indicate Otherwise?

6.3.1

In terms of national planning policy, each of the relevant sustainable development principles
introduced through Paragraph 29 of SPP were considered in order to assess whether the proposed
development could be considered sustainable. It was shown through this appraisal that the
proposal is consistent with each relevant principle.

6.3.2

This Planning Statement has identified the more urgent need for onshore wind: an increase of this
renewable energy technology is supported through a number of policy documents and by Scottish
Government commitments. The technology was already viewed and described as “vital” to the
attainment of targets in 2017. This imperative has only increased since a ‘climate emergency’ was
declared by the Scottish First Minister in April 2019 and, in line with the recommendations made by
the CCC (2019) ‘net zero’ publication. Furthermore, the drive to attain net zero emissions is now
legally binding at the UK and Scottish Government levels by way of recent amendments to the
Climate Change Act 2008 and in Scotland with the provisions of the Climate Change (Emissions
Reduction Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019.

6.3.3

An important material consideration in the determination of this planning application is the planning
history and the extant planning permission for an 8-turbine development on the application site.
This proposed development which seeks to adapt that Consented Development - is smaller in
terms of the number of turbines for which permission is sought.
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6.3.4

The tip height increase is relatively modest in today’s terms and compared to many other
proposals, not just in Dumfries and Galloway but throughout Scotland. The landscape and visual
appraisal undertaken has shown that effects on landscape character would be unchanged
compared to those for the Consented Development.

6.3.5

In terms of visual effects, there would only be very minor increases in visual effects for receptors
within approximately 3km of the site as a result of the taller turbines. Beyond this distance, this
increase would be less noticeable and would start to be balanced by the reduction in numbers of
turbines.

6.3.6

It has therefore not only been demonstrated that the proposed development accords with local and
national planning policy, but that there is additionally a substantial need for this type of
development in order that pressing future targets in relation to the global heating crisis and
renewable energy generation and greenhouse gas emission reductions can be met in time.

6.3.7

The benefits of the proposed development have been set out in the context of the current Climate
Emergency and economic crisis – they would help address the issue of global heating and
challenging ‘net zero’ targets and moreover, would deliver economic benefits at a time of severe
economic recession.

6.3.8

The socio-economic benefits are now of particular importance given the unprecedented current
economic crisis and expected recession in Scotland and the wider UK. The Letter from the Chief
Planner dated 03 April 2020 entitled ‘Planning Procedures and COVID-19’ is clear in stating that
“planning has a crucial part to play within and beyond the immediate emergency” and makes
reference to the planning system’s critical role in our “future economic and societal recovery”. The
importance of this matter has been further confirmed in the Programme for Government published
in September 2020 – it has stated that a ‘green recovery’ is at the heart of the Government’s new
programme.

6.3.9

The renewable energy policy framework remains an extremely important consideration. It is of
course not an over-riding matter, but it is one that should attract significant weight in the balance of
factors in the determination of the application. The current situation is more urgent and more grave
than that which prevailed in 2014 when SPP and NPF3 where published and that must therefore go
to the matter of weight to be attributed to the benefits of the proposed development and the need
case.

6.3.10

For the reasons set out above it is considered that the proposed development is acceptable in land
use planning terms and that planning permission should be granted, subject to appropriately
worded conditions. These conditions are largely in place with regard to the Consented
Development and can be relatively easily adapted.

David Bell Planning Ltd
26 Alva Street
Edinburgh EH2 4PY
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